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 GPSA Council Meeting Agenda 
Saturday, September 25, 9 am – noon  
Domenici Building West, Room 3010 
I. Confirmation of Quorum 
II. Approval of Agenda 
III. Approval of August 28, 2010 Minutes 
IV. Guest Speakers 
a. Yvette Hall (Student Government Accounting Office) regarding PB (pro-rated benefit) 
Funds 
b. Provost Suzanne Ortega regarding the Academic Program Prioritization 
c. Kim Murphy (Director of Real Estate) and Amy Coburn (LOBO Development) regarding 
Central Campus Student Housing  
d. Sophie Hammett will present the Elections Committee report from the 2009-2010 
academic year  
V. Public Comment 
VI. Action Items 
a. Postponed from August 28 meeting 
i. Court of Review Justices 
1. Associate Justices 
a. Mark Rosebrough  
b. Erin McCormick (Community & Regional Planning) 
c. Gabriel Kraus (Anderson) 
d. Billy Jimenez (Law School)  
2. Chief Justice 
a. Alice Kilborn (Law School) 
b. Aaron Allen (Physics) 
ii. Postponed Appropriation Request  
1. GET (Graduate Employees Together) (budget and memo attached) - 
 $4,400 requested  
b. New Appropriation Requests 
i. GPSA Office Mural (memo and budget attached) - $132.50 requested  
ii. World Student Alliance (memo and budget attached) - $750 requested 
iii. In Progress Online Journal (memo and budget attached) - $266 requested 
iv. Grants 
1. Memo to approve GRD budget 
a. Supporting documentation includes: (1) document that 
established GRD, (2) GRD Funding History, (3) 09-10 GRD 
Proposal summaries, (4) Record of the FY11 GRD State 
Allocation   
2. Online Grants System - $3500 
a. Attached: non-binding proposal draft from web developer  
v. Archives and Research (memo attached) - $2225 
c. Resolutions 
i. New Voter Project (PIRG – memo attached)  
ii. Establishment of Ad-Hoc GRD Funding Committee (Grants Committee – memo 
attached)   
VII. Information Items 
a. Officer Reports  
i. President 
ii. Council Chair 
1. Status of GPSA Constitution 
b. Standing Committee Reports  
i. Finance 
ii. Elections 
iii. Outreach 
iv. Programs 
v. Projects 
VIII. New Business/Representative Announcements  
 
If you are an individual with a disability who is in need of a reader, amplifier, qualified sign 
language interpreter, or any other form of auxiliary aid or service to attend or participate in the 
hearing or meeting, please contact the GPSA officer at least one week prior to the meeting or as 
soon as possible. Public documents, including agenda and minutes, can be provided in various 
accessible formats. Please contact the GPSA office (277- 3803) if a summary or other type or 
accessible format is needed. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
GPSA Council Meeting Minutes  
Saturday, August 28, 2010 – 9 am – 12 pm  
Domenici Education Building - Room 3010 
 
1. Breakfast and Council Paperwork 
 
2. Call to Order-Meeting begins at 9:20 am after collecting paperwork from Council representatives.  
In attendance were: Desi Brown, Martin Gallegos, Sarah Nezzer, David Odegard, Joseph Dworak, Corinne 
Hale, Michael Verrilli, Robyn Lubisco, Jeremy Fransen, Rachael Suydlowski-Sewards, Oleg Semenov, 
Matthew Rush, Brandi Lawless, Billy Ulibarri, Kathrin Spendier, Japji Hundal, Harper Baird, Kellie Knapp, 
Brittany Crail, Nicholas Plazola, Micah Zuhl, Anna Cabrera, Lissa Knudsen, Rachel Levitt, Santhosh 
Changrashekar, Jason Coffey, Megan McRobert.  
 
3. Approval of the Agenda  
Kathrin Spendier made a motion to approve the agenda.  
Brandi Lawless seconded the motion.  
The motion passes - 19 in favor, 0 opposed.  
 
4. Approval of Minutes 
Desi Brown made a motion to adopt the May 2010 meeting minutes.  
Kathrin Spendier seconded the motion.  
The motion passes – 19 in favor, 0 opposed, 0 abstentions.  
 
5. Upcoming Meeting Date 
Billy Ulibarri made a motion to keep the meeting time at 9 am for the Saturday, September 25, 2010 
meeting.  
Kathrin Spendier seconded the motion.  
Motion passes – 18 in favor, 0 opposed, 1 abstention.  
David Odegard made a point of order to call for verbal votes, rather than hand count.  
 
 
6. Gallery and Media/Guest Speakers – 15 min limit  
No one present from the gallery or public wanted to address the Council at this time.  
 
7. Information Items 
 
Reports from: President, Council Chair, Elections, Projects, Programs/Service, Assistantships and Benefits, 
Ad-hoc Grants Committee, Finance Committee,  submitted in writing to Council.  
 
Kathrin Spendier made a motion to adopt Fall 2009 Open Meetings Act and GPSA Council Standing Rules. 
Desi Brown seconded the motion  
The motion passes.  
 
8. Action Items  
a. Council Committees 
 
Ad-hoc Grants Committee proposed bylaw changes attached to August 28 agenda.  
Kathrin Spendier made a motion to approve the committee's proposal as is. 
Japji Hundal seconded the motion.  
Joseph Dworak made a motion to table until the committee's report is provided with strike-through changes 
to the bylaws.  
Robyn Lubisco seconded the motion to table.  
Brandi Lawless stated that if we don’t vote on this the deadline for grants will pass and the changes will not 
go into effect this semester. Desi Brown noted that the committee did a really thorough job. 
Joseph Dworak retracted motion to table till the next meeting and made a motion to table the committee's 
report until after the appointments section of this meeting. 
Matt Rush made a motion to second.  
The motion passed and the bylaw changes will be discussed later in the meeting after the appointments.  
    
    
b. Appointments 
 i. Standing Committee Chairs
  1. Finance – Amna Malik  
  
  2. Grants – Katie Richardson,  
  3. Grants (vice chair)– Ashley Carter  
  4. Lobby – Mark Worthy  
  5. Programs – Brendan Picker 
  6. Projects – Brandi Lawless  
  7. Elections—Matt Rush 
  
Joseph Dworak made a motion to block the appointments 1-7 the standing committee. 
Corinne Hale seconded the motion.  
Joseph Dworak made a point of information- blocking the individual appointments mean we vote on them all 
at once. 
Motion to block appointments passes.  
Joseph Dworak made a motion to pass the block. 
David Odegard seconded the motion.  
The motion passes and standing committee appointments 1-7 are approved.  
 
ii. 
  1.     Assistantships and Benefits – Liza Minno-Bloom  
Ad Hoc Committee Chairs 
   2.     Equity and Inclusion – Rachel Levitt  
   3.    International Student Caucus – Japji Hundal  
            4.    Information and Technology – Japji Hundal 
    5.  Outreach – Ashley Carter,  
    6.   Transparency – Theresa Rogers 
 
Joseph Dworak asked what is the purpose and function of the transparency committee? 
Lissa Knudsen responded that it is to make sure that agenda procedures are followed and that communication 
is flowing. 
 
Desi Brown made a motion to block the ad-hoc committee appointments.  
David Odegard seconded the  motion.  
Motion to block the ad-hoc committee appointments passes.  
 
David Odegard made a motion to approve the block. 
Sarah Nezzer seconded the motion.  
Motion to approve the block passes.  
    
iii. Court of Review Justices
Lissa Knudsen introduced the Executive Committee appointments for justices to the Court of 
Review: 
  
Aaron Allen-Physics (Chief Justice nominee), Sean Bruna-Anthropology, Santhosh 
Chandrashekar-Communication and Journalism 
 
The Council discussed how to make a nomination to the Court of Review and what the 
appropriate procedure is. Corinne Hale and David Odegard (from the Law School) expressed 
interest in bringing forward nominations. Of the three Executive Committee appointees, only 
one applicant’s information and CV was available before the meeting (Sean Bruna). However, 
the GPSA Constitution states that Court of Review justices be confirmed in May, which did 
not happen.  
 
Corinne Hale made a motion to table this until a further meeting so that every department can 
appoint a person.  
Billy Ulibarri seconded the motion.  
Yes-0 
No-17 
Abstain-2 
Motion to table fails 
 
Desi Brown made a motion to appoint two associate justices – Sean Bruna and Santhosh 
Chandrashekar.  
Japji Hundal seconded the motion.  
Yes-19 
No-0 
Abstain-1 
 
 Brandi Lawless made a motion to nominate Aaron Allen as chief justice. 
 Matt Rush seconded the motion.  
 
 David Odegard made a motion to table the appointment of the chief justice. 
 Joseph Dworak seconded the motion.  
 
Desi Brown disagreed with tabling the motion. I would be willing to vote for Aaron Allen as a 
temporary chief justice. 
 
David Odegard rescinded the motion.  
 
Brandi Lawless amended the motion to appoint Aaron Allen as temporary Chief Justice, to be 
revisited at the September 25 meeting. 
 
David Odegard seconded the motion.  
Yes-16 
No-1 
Abstain-2 
Motion to appoint Aaron Allen as temporary Chief Justice, to be revisited at the Sept 25, 2010 
meeting passes.  
 
 iv. University Wide Committees
  1. Student Publications Board – Jakob Schiller, American Studies PhD 
  
      Student  
  2. Student Union Building Board –Sean Fitzpatrick, Law School JD Student 
  3. Recreation Services Board – Manoj Kumar  
  4. Student Transportation Board– Alexander Andrews, Community & 
      Regional Planning CRP Student 
5. Faculty Senate Graduate and Professional Student Committee – Megan McRobert,       
Community & Regional Planning, CRP Student  
  6. Educational Leadership – Margaret (Guida) Leicester, College of 
      Education, MA Student  
  7. Athletic Council – Ashley Carter, Sports Administration PhD Student 
Desi Brown made a motion to bundle the university wide appointments 1-7 together.  
Billy Ulibarri seconded the motion.  
David Odegard made a motion to pass the bundle.  
Desi Brown seconded the motion.  
The motion to approve university wide appointments 1-7 passes.  
 
(8. Action items, section a) 
 
The grants chair, Katie Richardson, addresses the council about the proposed bylaw changes to the grants 
process and reviews the track changes documents that is part of the committee’s final report.  
David-motion to approve the committee changes as is. 
Brandi-second 
The motion to ad hoc grants committee bylaws changes passes as is.  
 
 
c. Appropriations  
 i.   Appropriation for Pelvic Models (Medical Students) -$4,424.40 (memo attached) 
A representative of Med Students for Choice, Rebecca Raymond, was present to answer the Council’s 
question.  
Council representatives asked whether or not medical students already have access to such equipment, noting 
the high cost. Rebecca Raymond explained that the training Med Students for Choice provide is not part of 
the regular curriculum and that there is a deficiency in from the med school in training on birth control 
issues. Med students for choice are trying to fill this gap and these models will help us train more students. 
 
David Odegard made a motion to approve the MSFC appropriations request of $4,424.40.  
Desi Brown seconded the motion.  
The motion to approve the Medical Students for Choice appropriation for $4,424.40 passes unanimously.  
 
 ii.  Appropriation for Lobo Growl - $2354.16 (memo attached) 
Billy Ulibarri, Sociology Council Rep, is a co-sponsor for the Lobo Growl request.  
 
Council members asked general questions about who will use the equipment, where the equipment will be 
stored, if the station will ask ASUNM for money (a funding request to ASUNM was pending at the time), as 
well as how the station will function, what will be the benefits for graduate students vs. undergraduates, and 
what the relationship has been with KUNM (Billy stated KUNM has been very helpful). Council reps also 
raised questions with where the equipment cost estimates came from, noting that the laptop cost seemed 
high. Robyn Lubisco asks if GPSA will be listed as a sponsor on the station. Billy Ulibarri responded that it 
would.  
 
Desi Brown made a motion to amend the appropriation request to $1600. 
David Odegard seconded the motion.  
Yes-14 
No-1 
Abstain-5 
The motion to amend the appropriation to $1600 passes.  
 
Joseph Dworak made a motion to approve the $1600 appropriation for Lobo Growl. 
Robyn Lubisco seconded the motion.  
The motion to approve Lobo Growl for funding of $1600 passes with one abstention.  
 
 iii. Appropriation for Child Care Grant - $9,500.00 (memo attached) 
Council members asked questions about how many graduate students have kids, what the average cost of 
childcare is, and what percentage of grad students would be impacted by the grant funding.  
Representatives noted that the September grants deadline is September 24, 2010 and that tabling the motion 
will result in a semester-long delay of the program.  
 
Questions were directed to Lissa Knudsen regarding other sources of funding and why build an online grants 
application system, rather than funding the grants themselves. Knudsen noted that they are hoping to get 
outside funding for future grants cycles. Representatives suggested removing the administrative costs 
associated with the grants, such as the chair stipend and the web development aspect.  
 
David Odegard made a motion to extend the meeting until 12:30 pm.  
Joseph Dworak seconded the motion.  
The motion to extend the meeting until 12:30 pm passes.  
 
David Odegard made a motion to table the childcare grant appropriation till next meeting 
Joseph Dworak seconded the motion.  
 
The motion to table the $9500 childcare grant until the Sept 25 meeting passes.  
 
For future consideration, representatives requested more information of the numbers of graduate students 
with children and how the grant will be used.  
 
 iv. Appropriation for G.E.T - $ 4,100 .00 (memo attached) 
Kathrin Spendier made a motion to approve the appropriations request as is.  
David Odegard seconded the motion.  
Representatives had questions about the budget and if the funding would be used for student salaries.  
Rachel Levitt, a community member, explained that the money is not for hiring anyone, but to work towards 
organizing graduate students. 
Corinne Hale made a motion to amend the appropriation to $1100.  
David Odegard seconded the motion. 
 
Brittany Crail asked if GPSA has a history of funding non-chartered students groups.  
Desi Brown responded that GET is in the process of chartering. 
Matt Rush looked up the constitution and stated that it does not allow the Council to fund non-chartered 
student organizations 
Matt Rush made a motion to table the GET appropriations request for $4100.  
David Odegard seconded the motion.  
The motion to table the GET appropriations request until Sept 25 passes.  
 
 
 v. Appropriation for Ad Hoc Transparency Committee Budget - $5069.87 (memo attached) 
Joseph Dwoark expressed problems with this type of funding, noting that transparency is very important but 
this should be happening already. We are taking minutes here, now, and this is a lot of money for funding 
that should be happening. Raised the issue of the SFRB hearings that were videotaped.   
 
Brandi Lawless stated that funding the equipment and not the administrative costs could be a compromise. 
 
Desi Brown expressed the need for the funding because not everyone can afford to volunteer to be involved 
in with GPSA; equipment is very important and it has come up in the past to rent this equipment, so it would 
be better to have this on hand. 
 
David Odegard stated if the issue of getting a video camera for GPSA is separate from funding an ad-hoc 
committee to purchase equipment. 
 
Brandi Lawless made a motion approve the equipment amount at $2269.87.  
David Odegard seconded the motion.  
14 yes 
3 no 
2 abstain 
The motion passes at $2269.87 for equipment outlined in the appropriations budget.  
 
 vi. Appropriation for Summer ST Grants $1,350.00, Fall/Spring ST $10,000.00 – ST 
Fall/Spring (memo attached) 
David Odegard made a motion to approve the grants request as is.  
Corinne Hale seconded the motion.  
The motion to approve $1350 (summer) and $10,000 (fall/spring) for ST grants passes.  
 
 vii. Appropriation for Ad Hoc Outreach Committee Chair Stipend - $400.00(memo attached) 
Desi Brown made a motion to approve the appropriations request for $400.  
Billy Ulibarri seconded the motion.  
 
Representatives asked how many GPSA committees exist and how many chairs are paid stipends.  
Lissa Knudsen responded that committee and stipend information is in the budget and the constitution.  
 
David Odegard called the question.  
9- yes 
5- no 
6-abstain 
The motion to approve a $400 stipend for the Outreach Committee Chair passes.  
 
d. Resolutions 
i. Digitize salary book (memo attached) 
 
David Odegard stated that it would be great if people requesting funding or support for resolutions 
should try to attend the meetings to answer questions and demonstrate their commitment.  
 
Billy Ulibarri made a motion to approve the resolution as is.  
Japji Hundal seconded the motion.  
Yes-18 
No- 
Abstain-1 
The motion to approve the resolution to digitize the UNM salary book passes.  
 David Odegard made a motion to adjourn the meeting.  Japji Hundal seconded the motion.   The meeting adjourned at 12:31 
IV. Scheduled Guest Speakers 
a. Yvette Hall (Student Government Accounting Office) will address the Council 
regarding PB (pro-rated benefit) Funds. More information regarding PB Funds can 
be accessed at the following websites:  
i. 
ii. 
www.unm.edu/~gpsa/fund_pbfunds.shtml 
b. Provost Suzanne Ortega will address the Council regarding Academic Program 
Prioritization, a 2-phased process designed to establish which academic programs 
are “mission critical” in difficult financial times. More information regarding the 
prioritization process can be accessed at the following website: 
sac.unm.edu/workshops.html 
i. http://www.unm.edu/~acadaffr/AcadProgPri.html 
c. Kim Murphy, Director of Real Estate and Amy Coburn from LOBO Development will 
address the Council regarding the schedule for this fall semester regarding Central 
Campus Student Housing and the planned site selection for the new residence 
hall(s) on central campus by October's end. 
d. Sophie Hammett – Elections Committee 
 
 
CENTRAL CAMPUS STUDENT HOUSING 
OPEN FORUM SCHEDULE
Session I: August 26
Lobo A/B
1. Action Items Report
2. Central Campus Planning Criteria
Session II: September 2
Lobo A/B
1. Action Items Report: Making a Residential
Community @ UNM
2. Plan Concepts Progress Work
Session III: September 9
SUB Plaza Atrium
1. Action Items Report: Transportation
& Parking Opportunities @ UNM
2. Planning Workshop: PART I
Session IV: September 16
Plaza Atrium
1. Action Items Report: Recreation on UNM’s 
Central Campus
2. Planning Workshop: PART II
Session V: September 23
SUB Plaza Atrium
1. Action Items Report: Real Estate Data
for UNM Community
2. Planning Workshop: PART III
Session VI: September 30
SUB Plaza Atrium
Central Campus Housing Plan:
Phase One Site Selection
Session VII: October 7
Lobo A/B
Phase One Site Development: Challenges
& Opportunities
FALL BREAK:  October 14
Session VIII: October 21
SUB Plaza Atrium
1. Central Campus Housing Plan
2. Central Campus Development Schedule
3. Next Steps w/ American Campus Community
Thursday 4:00p-6:00p
Student Union Building
Forum Location:
SUB venue to vary
between Lobo A/B 
& Plaza Atrium
801 University Boulevard SE
Suite 207 
Albuquerque
New Mexico 87106-4345
505 277 4620
lobodevelopment.org
Mark Fowler Rosebrough	  
312 Ninth St. NW • Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102 • mrosebro@unm.edu • (505) 979-2574 
 
Education 
Bachelor of Arts, University of New Mexico 
Major: Political Science 
Minor: German 
Cumulative GPA: 3.58 (4.0 scale) cum laude 
 
• Extensive course work in American constitutional law and theory and women’s legal theory. 
Additional areas of study included minority and comparitive politics. 
• Attended the University of New Mexico German Summer School in Taos, New Mexico. I was  
able to obtain moderate fluency through this month long total immersion academic program. 
 
Employment 
 
Tucanos Brazilian Grill 
Employment Period: January 2008- July 2010 
Job Title: Lead Server 
Description: Responsible for the management of 15-20 servers per shift. These responsibilities 
include the handing out of daily tasks, management of the restaurant floor, mediation of conflicts 
that arise among employees and assisting the general manager with the nightly closing duties of 
the restaurant. 
 
On Time Airport Parking 
Employment Period: September 2006- November 2007 
Description: I worked as a cashier in the toll booth. My duties included keeping an accurate 
drawer and cashing out customers as the left the parking lot. 
 
AmeriCorps NCCC 
Employment Period: October 2004- July, 2005 
Location: Washington D.C., New Orleans, Louisiana, Biloxi, Mississippi, Allentown 
Pennsylvania 
Job Title: Corps Member/ Assistant Team Leader 
Description: During my service period in AmeriCorps, I accumulated over 1600 volunteer 
community service hours. Service projects included disaster relief/homebuilding in New Orleans, 
Louisiana, Working with a youth transitional living facility in Pennsylvania, Urban tree planting 
in Washington D.C. and nature trail building in Virginia. 
 
Certifications 
 
Goethe Institute B2 Test certification of German Language Fluency 
 
 
 
July 26, 2010 
 
Lissa Knudsen 
GPSA President 
University of New Mexico 
 
Dear Ms. Knudsen, 
 
I am interested in the available student representative position for the Campus 
transportation planning committee with the GPSA. I heard about the available committee 
positions from fellow MCRP student and GPSA Chair Megan McRobert.  
 
I have some experience with transportation planning, including my current summer 
Design Studio which has focused on Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) within transit corridors. I 
have worked to identify existing conditions, constraints and worked on option 
development and phasing strategies for BRT implementation.  
 
My background in community and regional planning has given me experience in group 
process and facilitation. I am very reliable and prompt for meetings and other 
commitments. I enjoy being engaged in the process and look forward to contributing to a 
group effort.  
 
I look forward to the opportunity to contribute to the campus community.  
 
Thank you, 
 
 
 
Erin McCormick 
114 Sycamore St. NE, #10 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
emccormi@unm.edu
 
 Erin K. McCormick 
 
Current Address 
114 Sycamore St. NE, #10 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
(505) 231-7977 
emccormi@unm.edu 
 
EDUCATION 
Masters in Community and Regional Planning: currently enrolled. University of New 
Mexico.  
 
Bachelors of Arts, Anthropology; Minor: Community and Regional Planning December 2008. 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM. Summa Cum Laude, Phi Theta Kappa, Dean’s 
List. 
 
EXPERIENCE: 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research (BBER): May 2010-current. Student Technical 
Specialist. Research, GIS mapping, data management and analysis.  
 
Papers!: July 2006-July 2010. Retail Assistant. Department management and ordering, customer 
service, management of online mailings and class scheduling.  
SKILLS: 
Experience in different facilitation methods and tools. Both as an individual facilitator and part 
of a team.  
Experience with planning tools, i.e.. action planning, etc. 
Computer skills, Microsoft Office, ARCGIS, Adobe Suite, AutoCAD 
Also experienced in graphic design 
    
RESEARCH INTERESTS 
 
x Environmental Psychology and how people interact, shape and change the built environment 
x The process and execution of city development and evolution 
 
RELATED EXPERIENCE 
 
2002-2004: worked as an independent advocate for Homeless Youth in Santa Fe.  
 
Fall 2007: Participated in GIS Mapping the Atrisco Acequia as part of the course Planning 
Issues in Chicano Communities under the direction of Dr. Teresa Córdova.  
 
Fall 2007-2008: Working with quantitative and qualitative methods to evaluate community 
profiles and asset mapping.  
 
Current: Looking to gain hands on experience though volunteer opportunities to participate in 
the planning and development of the UNM campus. Currently working on a transportation 
project with Summer Design Studio with a focus on BRT systems and the Paseo Del Norte 
Corridor. Professional Project will be focused on way finding and connections across the UNM 
campus.  
 
September 15, 2010 
 
Dear Graduate and Professional Student Association (GPSA) Council, 
 My name is Gabriel Kraus. I am an MBA Candidate, and Master’s in Accounting Candidate at the 
Anderson Business School.  I am honored to be applying for the position of Associate Justice for the 
GPSA 2010-2011 Term.  
I know that it may seem awkward to have an MBA student applying for a Justice position when 
traditionally the rigorous challenges that Justices face are commonly prepared for by the equally 
demanding and rigorous requirements of Law School. For those that don’t know, Anderson has equally 
demanding and rigorous requirements for its students also. In addition, Anderson has students that are 
almost identical to the law students, Accountants.  Both require advanced graduate degrees as well as 
specialized tests and professional designations in order to “practice.”  Part of our curriculum is the 
extensive study of business law, with specific focus on the intricacies of tort law. This insight is so vital 
because what is a constitution if nothing more than the biggest, most comprehensive contract. I believe 
this allows me to bring to the table a method of analyzing the GPSA constitution not just in theory but 
also in how it should and is applied in practice.  
I also attended the United States Naval Academy, Marine option for first two years of college. I take very 
serious what oaths I swear and contracts I enter to.  If I am chosen to serve GPSA as an Associate Judge, I 
will take the oath very seriously; serve with distinction by carefully analyzing and examining each and 
every case that is brought before the court. I will take each case, on a case by case basis. I will remain 
impartial, fair and true. My resume and past experiences demonstrate leadership through inspiration.  I 
have led various student organizations and created the largest student sponsored event in the history of 
the University of New Mexico.  
Finally and most importantly, I would be humbled and deeply honored if I were allowed to serve as an 
Associate Justice.  Thank you for taking the time to read this and for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
Gabriel Kraus 
University of New Mexico, MBA Candidate, Masters of Accounting Candidate  
 GABRIEL KRAUS 
8006 Pickard Ave N.E. | Albuquerque, New Mexico | 505-417-6395 | GabrielKraus@aol.com 
 
OBJECTIVE 
To serve the University of New Mexico and the Graduate and Professional Student 
Association as an Associate Justice. 
 
EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico    
May 2009 
• Double Major: Operations Management and Marketing                          
• Minor: Spanish 
• Relevant Project Work: Client/Course: Mgt. 481 – South Valley Economic 
Development Center (SVDEC) Gathered and performed market research with small 
businesses in the South Valley for SVEDC to aid them in making decisions on how to 
help their clients during the recession. 
• Relevant Project Work: Client/Course: Mgt. 490 – Special Topics: Supply Chain 
Management  
To create, produce, market and sell for a profit, a product with two international 
suppliers.  We sold old and generated a 50% ROI which we donated entirely to 
charity.  I was the  group leader of this project. 
SKILLS & ABILITIES  
Languages 
• Student Exchange Program: Argentina, Universidad de Palermo 
• Student Exchange Program: Nicaragua, Casa Xalteva  
Technology, Computers and Certifications  
• Advanced User in Adobe Creative Suite 4; Received Certificates for Adobe Illustrator 
and InDesign 
• Advance User in Microsoft Office Suite 
Professional Affiliations  
• UNM Chapter President American Marketing Association 2008 - 2009 
• UNM Chapter Member Financial Management Association 2009 - Current 
EXPERIENCE 
Marketing Project Assistant 
University of New Mexico, Anderson Business School 
2009 to Current 
• Responsible for weekly Anderson News Bulletin 
• Implement marketing and branding strategies set forth 
by Provosts, Deans and Marketing Officer 
 
Assistant Manager 
Endura and Associates  
2005 to 2007 
• Interviewed, hired and trained new employees. 
• Mediated disputes between employees & management. 
• Performed month end inventory procedures and 
ordering of new product 
 
Director  of Operations 
Brown Family Inc. 
2002 to 2005 
• Create and implement procedures for all employees to 
use 
• Trained managers how to manage their locations and 
how to effectively train their employees 
• Mediated disputes between managers and employees 
 
Trainer, Team Leader 
Time Warner America Online Inc 
2000  to  2002 
• Assisted other team members with escalated irate phone 
calls 
• Trained new employees on how to increase their sale’s 
rate and de-escalate irate customers 
 
 
Billy J. Jimenez 
4328 Grande Ct. NW, Apt A 
Albuquerque, NM 87107 (505) 350-2748 
Email Address: jimenebi@law.unm.edu 
Juris Doctorate, anticipated May, 2012      2009- Present 
 University of New Mexico School of Law, Albuquerque, NM 
EDUCATION__________________________________________________________________ 
 
BA, Psychology                            2006 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 
Psychology Honors- magna cum laude 
 
Summer Law Clerk 
WORK EXPERIENCE___________________________________________________________ 
Sutin, Thayer, and Browne, PC
• Conducted legal research, prepared legal memos, drafted client letters, drafted orders, 
drafted appellate brief sections; worked in the areas of commercial transaction, tax, 
family law, creditors rights, tribal law, and higher education.   
             June 2010- August 2010 
 
Research Lab Coordinator 
Biomedical Research Institute of New Mexico (BRINM)
• Managed daily operations of magnetoencephalography (MEG) clinical neuroscience 
laboratory, supervised adherence to informed consent and HIPAA Privacy Policy, 
oversaw data collection and analysis, maintained laboratory hardware. 
       March 2006- August 2009 
• Manuscripts submitted/in preparation: 
-“Lateralized abnormalities in auditory sensory gating and cortical thickness in PTSD” 
-“Role of fusiform gyrus in facial affect processing” 
 
Undergraduate Research Fellow 
National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
• Two year research fellowship in collaboration with NIH Career Opportunities in 
Research (COR) and Center on Alcoholism, Substance Abuse and Addictions (CASAA). 
       May 2004- May 2006   
• Presented cognitive emotional findings at 2004 and 2005 national COR meetings. 
 
• Mexican American Law Student Society- Board Member, Business Law Society, 
ENLACE Mentor 
ACTIVITIES AND HONORS_____________________________________________________ 
• Agora Crisis Center Counselor, ASUNM Student Senator, President of Psi Chi Honor 
Society, Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society, Golden Key Honor Society, Alpha Kappa Delta 
Honor Society, Good Sheppard Homeless Shelter, Special Olympics New Mexico, 
Teaching Assistant, Trained in Motivational Interviewing   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Billy J. Jimenez 
4328 Grande Ct. NW, Apt A 
Albuquerque, NM 87107 (505) 350-2748 
Email Address: 
 
jimenebi@law.unm.edu 
Jose M. Canive, MD 
REFERENCES________________________________________________________________________ 
BRINM Investigator 
Director of Psychiatry Research 
New Mexico VA Health Care System 
1501 San Pedro SE (151) 
Albuquerque, NM 87108 
(505) 265-1711 ext. 4935 
Jose.canive@va.gov 
 
Robin Douglas, MA, CCRC 
Assistant Director 
Clinical Neuroscience Research Program (BRINM) 
704 Las Marias, Dr., SE 
Rio Rancho, NM  87124 
(505) 896-9341 
robin.douglas@quintiles.com 
 
Stephen K. Homer, JD 
Professor of Law 
University of New Mexico School of Law 
1117 Stanford NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
Phone: (505) 277-1002 
homer@law.unm.edu 
 
Philip A. May, Ph.D. 
COR Director and Professor of Sociology 
University of New Mexico 
Center on Alcoholism, Substance Abuse and Addictions 
2650 Yale Blvd. SE 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
(505) 925-2307 
pmay@unm.edu 
 
Benjamin E. Thomas, JD, MA 
Shareholder and Recruitment Coordinator 
Sutin, Thayer, and Browne, PC 
6565 Americas Parkway NE, Suite 1000 
Albuquerque, NM 87110 
(505) 883-2500 
bet@sutinfirm.com 
 
Alice P. Kilborn, PHR 
alice.kilborn@gmail.com ~ 505.235.8750 
2222 Uptown Loop NE, #5305 ~ Albuquerque, NM  87110 
 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
• Society for Human Resource Management of NM (SHRM of NM) – 2009-2010 State Legislative Director 
• SHRM of NM Employment Law and Legislative Conference – Co-Founder & Co-Chair (2009), Co-Chair (2010) 
• Human Resource Management Association of NM – 2008-2009 Board of Directors (VP of Legislative Affairs) 
2009 - Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) national Pinnacle Award winner 
• SHRM of NM State Conference – 2007/2008 Conference Speaker Co-Chair 
• United Way of Central New Mexico – 2008 Applied Research Associates Fundraising Campaign Manager 
• Stray Hearts Animal Shelter (Taos, NM) - volunteer 
 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Law Clerk, Moody & Warner, P.C. 
January 2009 – Present.  Clerkship includes: 
• legal research and preparation of legal memos for use by attorneys to advise on points of law 
• preparing executive summaries of new employment legislation for use by attorneys and clients 
• creation and revision of employment policies and procedures to comply with state and federal law 
• payroll data analysis to determine possible employer overtime exposure in class action law suits 
• locating and interviewing possible plaintiffs for class action law suits 
Student Associate, LexisNexis (University of New Mexico School of Law) 
June 2009 – Present.  Position includes: 
• training students, faculty, and staff in the use of LexisNexis online research tools 
• marketing LexisNexis products to fellow students, faculty and staff  
Human Resources Generalist, Applied Research Associates, Inc. 
August 2006 – October 2008.  Contributions included: 
• staying apprised of any and all state and federal employment laws and their impact on the company 
• researching and educating co-workers and company representatives regarding existing and upcoming employment 
compliance needs (including Affirmative Action Planning, FMLA, USERRA, H-1B applications, I-9 compliance, etc.) 
• providing human resources support to employees in 34 states 
• benefits administration, employee relations, policy interpretation and application 
Human Resources Trainer, Charter Bank*Mortgage*Insurance 
March 2004 – August 2006.  Position included: 
• implementation and enforcement of compliance training to meet government standards 
• designing and implementing new training programs (i.e., Supervisory Skills Training for both new and seasoned 
managers, Sexual Harassment Prevention and Diversity Training for all managers) 
               Teaching Intern, the University of New Mexico (Virginia McDermott, Ph.D. – C&J344 - Interviewing) 
July 2003 (Summer Semester).  Internship included: 
• interviewing students, facilitating in-class discussions, teaching selected classes, grading assignments and providing 
students with feedback on assignments 
Intern, New Mexico State Senate 
January 2001 - April 2001 (Legislative Session).  Responsibilities included: 
• collating bills and amendments to ensure continuity of proceedings on the Senate floor 
• assisting Senator Cisco McSorley in drafting legislation 
• working with the Sergeant at Arms to help maintain order and continuity on the Senate floor  
• providing assistance to the Lieutenant Governor while on the Senate floor 
Intern/Legal Secretary, Law Offices of David P. Levin 
January 2000 - August 2002.  Position included: 
• Administrative, secretarial and receptionist duties for domestic relations and mediation practice 
 
EDUCATION, PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS & AWARDS 
• University of New Mexico School of Law – Class of 2011 
• NTC 10th
• New Mexico Court of Appeals Appellate Advocacy Tournament – Finalist 2009  
 Circuit Regional Mock Trial Competition – Semi-Finalist 2010 
• Bachelor of Arts (Political Science), the University of New Mexico – December 2006 
• Human Resources Certificate, the University of New Mexico and HRMA NM – April 15, 2006 
• California Human Resources Certificate, Society for Human Resource Management – November 28, 2007 
   
Aaron R. Allen  
929 Buena Vista Dr. SE Apt A-108 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
Phone: 803-237-2536 
aallen50@unm.edu 
 
SUMMARY STATEMENT  
I possess two degrees in science and have diverse research experiences.  My primary interests lie in quantum 
information science, atomic, molecular, optical physics, and condensed matter physics.  I am interested in both the 
theoretical and practical aspects of these areas. 
 
EDUCATION  
University of New Mexico 
M.S., Physics 
(Expected May 2012) 
 
Clemson University, Clemson, SC  
B.S., Physics –incl. Optics, Solid State Physics  
B.S., Mathematical Sciences –incl. Advanced Engineering Mathematics, Introduction to Mathematical Modeling 
August 2010  
 
3.0/4.0 
Midlands Technical College, Columbia, SC  
May 2005 - June 2006  
 
RESEARCH EXPERIENCE  
Mathematical Sciences Research Assistant 
Clemson University w/ Professor Jan Medlock; Clemson, SC 
Study of derivation and properties of Black-Scholes Equation (BSE) 
May 2010-August 2010 
Modification of BSE in attempt to account for seasonal variation of gas prices 
Assisted in plots and graphical representations of BSE and modified BSE 
 
Undergraduate School on Experimental Quantum Information Processing (USEQIP) 
Institute for Quantum Computing and University of Waterloo 
Theory: Liquid/Solid State NMR, photodetection, quantum cryptography/communication/error 
correction/algorithms/foundations, superconducting qubits, decoherence,  
May 24, 2010-June 4, 2010 
Experiments: Liquid State NMR gates and Deutsch-Jozsa, Partial Rabi Oscillations in Solid State NMR, violation of 
Bell’s Inequality, Malus’s Law, Free-Space Quantum Key Distribution 
 
Physics Research Assistant 
Clemson University w/ Professor Sumanta Tewari; Clemson, SC 
Reproduced D-Density Wave Nernst peak 
September 2009-May 2010 
Theoretical and computational [MATLAB, Mathematica] studies on High-Tc
Basics of Quantum Computing  
 Superconductivity 
 
Physics REU 
University of Colorado-Boulder [JILA] w/ Professor Dana Anderson; Boulder, CO 
Single-mode Optical Fiber Coupling 
June 2009-August 2009 
Multi-mode Optical Fiber Coupling 
   
Study of atomic and laser physics towards single laser magneto-optical trapping (via Microwave Modulation-
induced sidebands) 
Obtained technical skills with optical spectrum analyzer, network analyzer, oscilloscopes, and machining 
Soldering and testing of key electronic components 
Diode Laser external cavity alignment, feedback, single-mode frequency selection, and temperature/current 
stabilization 
87
Laser peak and side locking via servo electronics 
Rb fluorescence and Doppler-Free Saturated Absorption Spectroscopic analysis 
Fabry-Perot cavity measurement of laser output 
Elucidated proper methods towards achieving miniaturization of BEC laser systems  
Poster Presentation: “Towards Microwave Modulation in a Wavelength-Tuned Magneto-Optical Trap” at the LS-
SCAMP 2009 Annual Undergraduate Research Conference 
 
 
 
Electrical Engineering Research Assistant 
Clemson University w/ Professor Lin Zhu; Clemson, SC 
Reading studies on Three and Four-wave mixing, Coupled wave theory, Degenerate Four-wave mixing for Si with 
second harmonic generation;  
May 2009 
Calculated specific values needed for desired THz generation, determined χ3
Found particular values needed for indices of refraction 
 value appropriate for Si fiber at 
desired wavelength  
 
Physics/Astronomy REU  
Vanderbilt University w/ Professor David Ernst; Nashville, TN  
Studied phenomenon of Neutrino Oscillations  
May 2008-August 2008  
Computing-Numerical integration, [FORTRAN] 
Calculated efficiency, flux, cross sections, and probabilities for experimental events  
Helped generate equations modeling graphs/data  
Tested for goodness-of-fit  
Elementary regression analysis with Fortran and g3data via [Unix] 
Reproduced Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) results  
Verified further implication for fourth Neutrino  
Poster presentation: “Is There Significant Evidence for a Sterile Neutrino?" at 2009 NSBP/NSHP conference 
 
Physics Research Assistant 
Clemson University w/ Professor Miguel Larsen; Clemson, SC  
Study of atmospheric processes 
Jan 2008-May 2008  
Constructed program to extract wind data profiles [MATLAB]  
Calculated line-of-sight wind component velocities for plot preparation  
Plotted profiles over period of 5 years to compare to existing data  
Created 4 total plots with each comparing height to wind speed & direction for Mesosphere  
 
Physics Research Assistant  
Clemson University w/ Professor Meredith Spano; Clemson, SC  
Study of structure-function relationship of certain biomolecules 
Sep 2006 – May 2009 
Performed PCR reactions to obtain desired amplified DNA product  
Performed invitro transcription reactions to obtain required amounts of RNA for biophysics experiments  
Performed PAGE purification & elution of desired RNA product  
   
Focused on biophysical characterization of Thiamine Pyrophosphate (TPP) riboswitch aptamer RNA  
Experienced with gel electrophoresis, polymerase chain reactions, RNA transcriptions, spin-vacuums;  
absorbance measurements and thermal denaturation with spectrophotometers.  
Poster Presentation: “Effect of Ligand Binding on Tertiary Structure Stability in the TPP Riboswitch Aptamer 
Domain” at 2007 SERMACS  
conference 
 
SCHOLARSHIPS/AWARDS  
Bridge to Doctorate Fellowship, University of New Mexico; Fall 2010 
 
SCAMP Research grant; Summer 2009; Summer 2010 
 
Dean’s List, Clemson University; Spring 2009, Fall 2008 
 
William Randolph Hearst Endowed Diversity Scholarship Fund, Clemson University College of Engineering and 
Science; April 2009 
 
Georgia Tech FOCUS 2009 Scholar, Georgia Institute of Technology; December 2008 
 
LS-SCAMP Scholarship, South Carolina State Office, October 2008  
 
SCAMP Save-Your-Life Scholarship, South Carolina State Office, May 2008  
 
SCAMP Scholarship, South Carolina State Office, August 2005  
 
PROFESSIONAL MEETINGS  
Invited to 2010 Undergraduate School on Experimental Quantum Information Processing (USEQIP) at the Institute 
for Quantum Computing 
Invited to 2010 Stanford GRAD Day program 
Invited to 2009 Caltech GradPreview program 
Invited to 2009 MIT QUantum Information Science for Undergraduates (QUISU) summer enrichment program 
Attended 2009 Colorado Cold Molecule Workshop (COCOMO)  
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS  
American Institute of Physics  
American Physical Society  
National Scholars Honor Society  
National Society of Black Physicists  
National Society of Hispanic Physicists  
Optical Society of America  
Society of Physics Students  
 
OUTREACH/TEACHING ACTIVITIES 
Physics tutoring 
 - High school student ~ 4 hrs/week  ~ 4 months 
 - undergraduate student 
Community Volunteering 
 - 40 hours in a variety of nonprofit 
Professorial Shadowing 
 -assisted in revamping Junior Lab 1 curriculum 
 -setup various electronics: filters, time-varying circuits, diodes 
  A B C D E F G H 
1 
GPSA Fall Funding Request Summary for FY 
2010 - 2011       
2 PART III.               
4 
Organization Name: Graduate 
Employees Together             
7   A  B C D E For Committee Use Only 
8 CATEGORY 
GPSA Funding  
2010-11 
GPSA                     
Request 2010-11 
ASUNM 
 Request 2010-11 
Other Sources of 
Funding 
Total 
Budget 
2010-11   
(B + C + D) 
Committee 
Recommendation 
Final 
Funding 
Approved 
9 Advertising   
 $400 (postcards, 
buttons, posters)      $400     
10  Building/Space Rental               
11  Computer Costs               
12  Copying Services               
13  Educational Supplies               
14  Equipment Rental               
15  Equipment               
16  Film Rental               
17  Food (not for resale)    $100      $100     
18  
General Operating 
Supplies    $200      $200     
19  Office Supplies               
  
 
20  Postage               
21  Professional Services               
22  Salaries:               
23  
     Student Employees 
(100%)    $3,000     $3,000     
24  
     Workstudy Employees 
(30%)               
25  Subscriptions               
26  Telephone line charge               
27  
Telephone long distance 
charges               
28  Other   
 $700 (honoraria for 
workshop speakers)      $700     
29  Other               
30  Other               
31  Total    $4,400      $4,400     
32                  
33  Notes:               
34  *Place amount requesting from GPSA & ASUNM in appropriate column. 
35 *Be sure to list any other sources of funding (including fundraisers) in appropriate column. 
36 *Please round all amounts to the nearest dollar amount.  Do not include cents!!! 
Memo 
 To: Megan McRobert 
 From: Liza Minno Bloom 
 CC: GPSA Council 
 Date: August 20, 2010 
 Re: Funding Request for Graduate Employees Together (G.E.T) 
 
 
Purpose of Memo: I am writing council to request funds for a newly formed group of graduate students called Graduate 
Employees Together, hereon referred to as G.E.T. 
Importance of G.E.T: G.E.T is an open group made up of graduate student employees that exists to advocate for the 
rights of graduate student employees.  G.E.T is unique in that it is the only group on campus that is made up of graduate 
student employees that addresses the issues and needs of graduate students’ employee life.  The over 1,600 UNM 
graduate student employees (RAs, PAs, TAs, GAs, etc.) carry a heavy workload of teaching, researching, grading and 
writing while pursuing our own academic goals. Our needs are unique and varied and G.E.T seeks to better understand 
and address these needs in a way that not only provides a voice for this sector that is so integral to the smooth functioning 
of the university, but holds the university administration accountable to that voice.  Our research reveals that the research 
and teaching conducted by graduate student employees serves as the backbone to UNM.  In truth, the university works 
because graduate student employees do.  Ongoing conversations with graduate student employees—individually and in 
forums—reveal a plethora of issues that graduate student employees feel they have little ability to address.  Some of the 
core expressed needs are: affordable and adequate health care that includes dental and eye care, a living wage, 
transparency and clarity in job descriptions, a functional grievance policy and support in classroom conflict, and adequate 
and affordable healthcare, among other things.  
G.E.T’s primary aim is to develop a collective bargaining unit that would allow graduate student employees to voice their 
needs and guarantee a degree of accountability to those needs from the University administration.  In order to do this 
G.E.T members will spend time during the fall semester visiting graduate student employees and gaining a more complete 
understanding of their needs, as well as exploring the feasibility of collective bargaining.  G.E.T also seeks to provide the 
practical support that is lacking for graduate student employees before a collective bargaining unit is formed.  One way we 
will manifest this support is holding monthly workshops throughout the year that inform about and provide the skills to 
negotiate issues specific to graduate student employees, workshops like: “Understanding your Healthcare plan: What You 
Need to Know”,  “Negotioating Graduate Student Debt”, and “What’s My Job Exactly?: Understanding the Differences 
Between RAships, TAships, GAships, and PAships”, among others.  G.E.T seeks input on other creative and practical 
ways to help meet graduate student needs and to make life as a graduate student employee as sustainable as possible.  
This benefits not only graduate student employees, but the University as a whole—if the University can offer better  
benefits to graduate student employees, it keeps UNM competitive, ensuring that the best and brightest find UNM a viable 
choice among Research-One universities.   
The monies requested (detailed in the attached budget) will aid G.E.T in achieving these goals, which, again, will benefit 
all graduate student employees. The student salary is for me, Liza Minno Bloom, and was calculated for the course of an 
academic year.  This salary will help ensure that there will be time carved out for the research and the labor to conduct the 
appropriate outreach and organize the appropriate actions.  My hope, but laying this groundwork, is that G.E.T becomes 
something in which all graduate student employees can participate in and of which they can feel a sense of ownership.  
Thank you for your time and consideration.   
Sincerely,  
Liza Minno Bloom 
GPSA Mural Project Proposal   The GPSA Programs Committee, along with President Lissa Knudesn, would like to have a mural painted in the GPSA computer lab.  The mural would be painted by a current graduate student in the art department. GPSA would pay for the supplies (see attached budget) and the artist would volunteer their services for the benefit of all who utilize the GPSA office and computer lab.     
 Sketch of proposed mural by graduate student Leslie Ayers.   
Budget for Mural Project in the GPSA conference room. Prices from dickblick.com, an online discount art supply company.    Item    Price/unit   Quantity  Total  1.  8.5 oz paint tube  $5    20  $100 2.  paint brush   $2    10  $20 3.  drop cloth   $9.25    1  $9.25 4.  roll of painters tape  $3.25    1  $3.25            Total:            $132.50   
From,  
Japji Hundal   
President World Student Alliance   
Japjihundal1@gmail.com  
505-440-3837 
 
To,  
Megan McRobert 
Council Chair, Graduate & Professional Student Association 
gcchair@unm.edu 
September 16, 2010 
 
Dear Megan: 
I am writing to request the GPSA council’s support for the World Student Alliance. This is an 
organization for international students at UNM and also for students who wish to go and study 
abroad.  
The Purpose of the world student alliance is: - The World Student Alliance is to serve as a forum 
where past, present, and future international students and study abroad students share their 
experiences, participate in international and study abroad activities. 
 
We are requesting funds for two events the International Dance Social and the Zoo trip for 
Students. We hope the events provide an opportunity for International students to meet students 
here at UNM and from the community, enabling a cultural exchange.  The events are open to 
everyone. 
 
International Dance Social  
Budget :-  
              Cost      
Facility Rental  150     
Security 150     
DJ Services  200     
Total  500     
        
Zoo trip for Students        
        
  Per Unit Cost  
Number of 
Students  Total  
Cost of Subsidized Tickets  $5  50 250 
        
    Total  250 
        
        
  Total Cost for two Events    750 
 
 
Thank you for your time. If any questions arise, please contact Japji hundal or email at 
japjihundal1@gmail.com 
 
Sincerely, 
Japji Hundal  
GPSA COUNCIL FUNDING REQUEST for In Progress Online Journal 
Lindsey Ives and Leah Sneider, both graduate students in the English department, are co-editors 
of a new online only journal, In Progress, written by and for Graduate and Professional students 
across disciplines.  Details about the journal are included below.  In order to create a unique 
online identity, the journal needs its own web site.  We are asking council to fund the costs 
associated with building and maintaining this web site for an estimated total of $266 (for three 
years, rounded to the nearest dollar).  If Council agrees to fund while a current reduced rate is 
still in effect (until Sept. 30), the total would be $167 (for three years, rounded to the nearest 
dollar).  Both rates are based on a plan that includes web site protection software.  Details on 
these web hosting plan packages can be found at www.fatcow.com.  
 
About Us  
In Progress is a peer reviewed, online journal that aims to address issues affecting graduate 
students across the academic disciplines. Because there are few opportunities for graduate 
students to interact with and learn from each other outside of our own departments and 
universities, this journal was conceived as a place for graduate students and faculty to share 
information and insights regarding all aspects of the often-mystified process of graduate study 
and beyond into civic discourses and social activism.  
 
In Progress accepts submissions from graduate students and faculty from all disciplines in a 
variety of formats. We encourage submitters to choose formats most fitting for the topic 
addressed, whether these take conventional approaches such as discourse analysis, critical race 
theory, queer theory, feminisms, rhetorical analysis, qualitative or quantitative studies and 
research methods, etc., or unconventional approaches such as written or recorded conversation, 
narratives, multimedia presentations, visual or literary art, etc. 
  
Although most submissions should address aspects of graduate study such as application, 
coursework, student/faculty relations, research, publication, graduate work within/ across 
disciplines, examinations, and dissertation, and/ or graduate work and activism outside of the 
academy, we also publish one outstanding graduate research article per year in order to promote 
graduate student scholarship.  
 
Call For Submissions  
 
A beginning is that which does not itself follow anything by causal necessity, but after which 
something naturally is or comes to be. ~ Aristotle, Poetics  
 
The inaugural issue of In Progress will focus on beginnings. For many of us, entrance into 
graduate school signals in some way a new beginning: the entry into a new way of knowing and 
living, a new home, a new social group. In fact, one's progress through graduate school is full of 
beginnings, as we are constantly starting new projects, taking on new responsibilities, and 
beginning new phases of our careers. How can graduate students bring about new beginnings for 
their disciplines and departments? What beginnings tend to be most significant for graduate 
students? What are the most/ least productive ways to begin a project?  
 
In Progress is currently seeking written and multimedia projects addressing beginnings, broadly 
defined, as they relate to graduate work within and beyond the academy. Some possible topics 
include but are not limited to:  
 
★  Choosing a graduate program 
★  The application process 
★  Emergence of new graduate programs or disciplines 
★  Starting new research projects 
★ The first semester/ year in graduate school 
 
Submission Guidelines  
 
We welcome all project formats as long as they do not exceed [5MB] in file size.  You may send 
projects in any of the following file formats: PDF, WORD, JPG, GIF, MOV, MP3, MPG, 
HTML, SWV, FLV.  We reserve the right to alter the format as necessary.  Upon review of your 
format, we may request that you submit in an alternative format for greater readability and 
accessibility.  We expect that your formats will be properly coded for the web otherwise we will 
return your project for coding revisions. 
 
When hotlinking text or images, please clearly identify the linked item.  Links should open in a 
new window.  Please make sure to include links that will unlikely change or disappear.  We are 
not responsible for failed links.  Please avoid linking to consumer or sales pages. 
 
Please submit articles in MLA style.  
 
Where to submit: 
Please send your submissions to: inprogresseditors@gmail.com  
 
Copyright: 
Authors/creators of accepted projects assign rights to In Progress to publish and distribute their 
work electronically on the web and to archive the project accordingly.  Authors/creators retain 
copyright of their project and may publish elsewhere in any other format.  Authors/creators will 
be responsible in maintaining their own copyright beyond inclusion in In Progress.  
Authors/creators must ensure that all human subjects have given their permission and must 
submit copies of such documentation to In Progress. 
 
Reviewers Needed  
 
In Progress is seeking volunteer graduate student and faculty reviewers from all academic 
disciplines for our upcoming online journal.   
 
Who we need: We hope to work with 2-3 graduate students and one faculty advisor from each 
academic discipline.  
 
Why volunteer? As a reviewer for In Progress you will be participating in a unique 
interdisciplinary project that aims to create a medium through which graduate students and 
faculty across disciplines and universities can share ideas and experiences relevant to both 
academic and civic life. The editors welcome procedural and substantive suggestions from 
reviewers, so you will have the opportunity to influence the journal's content and goals.  
 
What is involved: Biannual Submissions for In Progress will progress through four stages.  
 
Stage 1: The editors review all submissions to determine whether they are appropriate for 
In Progress in general and for the specific issue in particular. Those that meet these 
criteria will be submitted to reviewers in all relevant disciplines based on the submission 
pool for formal consideration. 
 
Stage 2: Using a private (access by invitation only)Wiki, reviewers discuss submissions 
for a period of two [3? 4?] weeks. At the end of the two-week review period all reviewers 
vote to accept, accept with revisions, or reject each submission.  
 
Prior to reviewing submissions for the first issue, the review board will conduct a wiki 
discussion to determine evaluation criteria.  
 
Stage 3: Two to three reviewers will be chosen to write formal review letters based on 
review board conversation and, if necessary, facilitate revisions to the submissions before 
publication.  
 
How: Submit a cover letter and C.V. as .pdf or .doc attachments to Lindsey Ives at 
inprogresseditors@gmail.com by Oct. 10th
 
. 
 
 
GRD GRANT ACCOUNT 2000-2001 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 2008-2009
Balance Forward $0.00 $100,000.00 $151,314.98 $90,166.53 $32,327.09 $31,555.70 $25,767.40 $19,289.78 $20,977.21
State Allocation (Reoccuring) $100,000.00 $100,000.00 $99,800.00 $94,800.00 $90,100.00 $86,500.00 $86,400.00 $86,400.00 $86,400.00
Addl' Transfer from OGS - - - - $9,294.27 - - - -
Endowment Spending Transfer In - - - - - - - - $22,307.34
Unutilized Funding (CarryForward) - - - - - - - $177.37 $6,313.70
Grants + Readers  + Expenses $0.00 ($48,685.02) ($160,948.45) ($152,639.44) ($100,165.66) ($92,288.30) ($92,877.62) ($84,889.94) ($90,987.45)
Year End Balance in GRD Account $100,000.00 $151,314.98 $90,166.53 $32,327.09 $31,555.70 $25,767.40 $19,289.78 $20,977.21 $45,010.80
GPSA GRD TRANSFERS TO ENDOWMENT ACCOUNT
Balance Forward $147,250.00 $24,150.00 $44,656.00
State Allocation (Endowment ) $147,250.00 $144,900.00 $134,000.00 $102,300.00
Funding transfer to GRD Endowment $0.00 $268,000.00 $113,494.00 $131,538.00
Year End Balance in GRD Account (SGAO) $147,250.00 $24,150.00 $44,656.00 $15,418.00
OGS Collecting/SGAO Processing
SGAO Collecting/Processing
Institution: Program Rank --->
Program/Project Title: Board Approval Date --->
Budget Exhibit --->
Amount Amount Amount Amount Amount
Revenues/Transfers:
General Fund Appropriation/Request / TSF (1) R 86,400 R 82,100 R 76,769 R 61,600 R 61,600
Land & Permanent Fund or Local Property Taxes
Tuition and Fees
Other Revenue (insert & specify below) (2)
Agency/entity
Federal Grants/contracts - include grant period
Agency/entity
Private grants/contracts - provide grant period
Agency/entity
Fund Balance (specify) 
Transfers (specify) 
   Total Revenues/Transfers 86,400 82,100 76,769 61,600 61,600
Expenditures: FTE FTE FTE FTE FTE
Faculty Salaries
Professional Salaries
Other Staff Salaries
Student Salaries (GA/TA)
Fringe Benefits
Supplies and Expenses
Travel
Equipment
Other Expenditures (specify) - Research Grants 86,400 82,100 76,769
   Total Expenditures 0.00 86,400 0.00 82,100 0.00 76,769 0.00 0 0.00 0
Difference 0 0 0 61,600 61,600
Foot Notes
(1) TSF = Tobacco Settlement Fund
(2) Specify name of received and/or anticipated funding source in table below.  Use the fund name and acronyms as follows: 
OSF Other State Funds
FF Federal Funds
PF Private Funds
Note:  All highlighted cells are protected formulas. OR Other Revenue
UNM - Main Campus Do not fill in
NEW MEXICO HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Research & Public Service Project (RPSP) and other Funding Requests
FY11 (July 2010 - June 2011)
BUDGET DATA
Please Provide One (1) Sheet for Each Current Project Request
Graduate Research Development Do not fill in
Do not fill in
FY09Actual FY10 Budget FY10 Actual FY11 Budget Projected FY12 Budget
Comment
 
MEMORANDUM 
Date:  September 15, 2010 
From: Katie Richardson, GPSA Grants Committee Chair 
To: GPSA Council 
Subject: Council approval of total allocation of GRD funding 
The GRD bylaws state in section Appendix Two, IV.A.1 (bylaws as of 08/19/2010), that “The 
GPSA President shall recommend and the GPSA Council shall approve the total amount allocated each 
year for the GRD Funding Process.” 
The GPSA president and grants committee ask council to approve the expenditure of 
$59,600 from the GRD budget to spend on the GRD 2010 funding process. This was the amount 
that was budgeted by state allocation for FY11 less the recent rescission of $2000. In FY10, GRD 
received $76,769, although we were budgeted $82,100 by the state. Due to the even lower state 
allocation for FY11, the grants committee anticipates funding approximately 15 GRD grants, as 
opposed to the 19 of 41 applications funded in FY10.  
The quasi-endowment held in trust for GPSA as of 6/30/09 was $408,547.89. The spending 
allowance from this quasi-endowment was $20,866.94. Investing in the quasi-endowment would 
slowly increase the spending allowance, and the council should be advised that this is a possible course 
of action. The recommendation above would mean that the entire spending allowance from FY11 
would be reinvested into the quasi-endowment, and only the state allocation of $59,600 would be spent 
down.  
The GRD committee anticipates that lobbying the state legislature for continued state 
allocations for FY12 will be rejected. This would mean that only a spending allowance of 
approximately twenty thousand dollars would be available each year for GRD grants. This would cut 
available grants by a factor of four compared to FY10; only about five total applications could be 
funded. This is part of the context council needs to understand the funding decision before them. 
Additional funding sources are needed, see separate memo. 
 
The GRD budget shall be spent in accordance with the bylaws. 
IV.A.2.   No more than 10 percent of the total amount allocated annually may be used for 
administrative expenses. 
IV.A.3.   No less than 2 percent of the total amount allocated annually shall be set aside for the 
appeals process. 
IV.A.4   The GRD Chair shall recommend and the GRD Committee shall approve the total 
amounts allocated annually for administrative expenses, appeals, and for High Priority and 
General Research Project Grants. 
The three grants endowments share the expenditure of $1500/semester for each grant chair in the fall 
and spring. GRD's share would be $2000.  If we see a similar rate of GRD applications as last year 
(41), then approximately 11 readers will be needed for the fall cycle. Historically readers have been 
paid a $50 stipend; a total of $550 would be needed for the GRD readers. Thus the committee 
anticipates spending $2550 on administrative expenses, or 4.28% of $59,600. 
 
Please see supporting documentation and summary of 09-10 GRD projects. 
 
MEMORANDUM 
Date:  September 15, 2010 
From: Katie Richardson, GPSA Grants Committee Chair 
To: GPSA Council 
Subject: Council approval of total allocation of GRD funding 
The GRD bylaws state in section Appendix Two, IV.A.1 (bylaws as of 08/19/2010), that “The 
GPSA President shall recommend and the GPSA Council shall approve the total amount allocated each 
year for the GRD Funding Process.” 
The GPSA president and grants committee ask council to approve the expenditure of 
$59,600 from the GRD budget to spend on the GRD 2010 funding process. This was the amount 
that was budgeted by state allocation for FY11 less the recent rescission of $2000. In FY10, GRD 
received $76,769, although we were budgeted $82,100 by the state. Due to the even lower state 
allocation for FY11, the grants committee anticipates funding approximately 15 GRD grants, as 
opposed to the 19 of 41 applications funded in FY10.  
The quasi-endowment held in trust for GPSA as of 6/30/09 was $408,547.89. The spending 
allowance from this quasi-endowment was $20,866.94. Investing in the quasi-endowment would 
slowly increase the spending allowance, and the council should be advised that this is a possible course 
of action. The recommendation above would mean that the entire spending allowance from FY11 
would be reinvested into the quasi-endowment, and only the state allocation of $59,600 would be spent 
down.  
The GRD committee anticipates that lobbying the state legislature for continued state 
allocations for FY12 will be rejected. This would mean that only a spending allowance of 
approximately twenty thousand dollars would be available each year for GRD grants. This would cut 
available grants by a factor of four compared to FY10; only about five total applications could be 
funded. This is part of the context council needs to understand the funding decision before them. 
Additional funding sources are needed, see separate memo. 
 
The GRD budget shall be spent in accordance with the bylaws. 
IV.A.2.   No more than 10 percent of the total amount allocated annually may be used for 
administrative expenses. 
IV.A.3.   No less than 2 percent of the total amount allocated annually shall be set aside for the 
appeals process. 
IV.A.4   The GRD Chair shall recommend and the GRD Committee shall approve the total 
amounts allocated annually for administrative expenses, appeals, and for High Priority and 
General Research Project Grants. 
The three grants endowments share the expenditure of $1500/semester for each grant chair in the fall 
and spring. GRD's share would be $2000.  If we see a similar rate of GRD applications as last year 
(41), then approximately 11 readers will be needed for the fall cycle. Historically readers have been 
paid a $50 stipend; a total of $550 would be needed for the GRD readers. Thus the committee 
anticipates spending $2550 on administrative expenses, or 4.28% of $59,600. 
 
Please see supporting documentation and summary of 09-10 GRD projects. 
GPSA Website Change Order Proposal 
 
By 
Armando Romero 
For 
Katie Richardson 
UNM GPSA 
8/30/2010 
Revised 9/1/2010 
Revised 9/16/2010 
Project summary 
A change order has been requested detailing new changes and additions to the new GPSA web site. The 
changes include code changes as well as developing additional functionality. The existing base system will 
be used as the development platform. 
Objectives 
Tasks include modifying existing processes to align with new by-laws approved by the GPSA council. 
Additions made will bring more of GPSA’s application processes online, as well as a new child care 
assistance application. 
Work Order Details 
Legend  
• Change request: Delivery before Sping cycle start, 6 weeks before February 18 deadline 
• (*) indicates an item already GPSA believes is covered under the “product support” 
section of previous contract, see 4/20/2010 contract 
• (!) indicates an item that GPSA would like to be delivered in the minimal support scenario 
Change request: All aspects of the SRAC/ST applications will be the same.  
Change request(!): ST letter of recommendation fields 
• Reader and chair dashboards must show the required letter of recommendation fields filled in by 
faculty 
• Emails to ST applicants should now refer to the letter of recommendation just as the SRAC emails 
do. This text should include a reminder to the applicant to contact their recommender and 
remind them to write an anonymous letter. 
Change request*(!): GRD High priority application word count limit 
 The word count limit for high priority grants should be 1100 words. 
Change request*: Add a popup reminder for faculty letters of recommendation 
• Faculty who submit letters of application for SRAC and ST through the online interface, must see 
a popup window on submitting, reminding them to double-check the anonymity of the letters 
they submit. The text will read “Please double check your letter of recommendation. It must NOT 
include the applicant's name. Non-anonymous letters of recommendation will disqualify the 
applicant. Your name may appear.” 
• “Your letter of recommendation must NOT include the applicant's name. Non-anonymous letters 
of recommendation will disqualify the applicant. Your name may appear.” This text should be 
above the place where the faculty submit the letter. This will be a change in the current text. 
• The text sent in the email to recommenders should read:  
o “Dear Dr. Barbara McCrady,  
Your student Benjamin Ladd has submitted a SRAC grant and has asked that you write 
them a letter of support for their research or travel activity.  Please visit 
http://gpsa.unm.edu/node/add/letter?num=1277152881&email=unmgpsagrants@gmail
.com to submit your letter. Your letter must be submitted by 5pm on September 24, 
2010. If you have any questions, please send them to unmgpsagrants@gmail.com or call 
the GPSA office at 277-3803. Do NOT include the name of the applicant in your letter of 
recommendation. Non-anonymous letters may disqualify the applicant. Thank you, GPSA 
Grants Committee.” 
Change request*: Emails 
 Armando will either write a how-to change the text and titles of all emails OR he will provide 
copies of all emails sent to applicants, recommenders and readers. If copies are provided, new 
text and title changes requested by Katie will be implemented as a change request. 
 Please note that the how-to is part of a change request (later date) below, but creating the how-
to early means that Katie can implement necessary changes, as above. 
Change request(!): Add perspectives option to GRD/SRAC/ST applications  
• Each applicant and each reader must choose from a drop down menu one of five perspectives 
(Quantitative, Qualitative, Critical, Creative and Applied) 
• There should be some documentation via a link or pop-up “About These Perspectives” with the 
following information: 
o You will be guaranteed one reader from your perspective, one reader from outside your 
perspective. Your final reader will be randomly assigned. None of your readers will be 
from your department. 
 Quantitative: Typically this perspective is methodologically and/or theoretically 
based in measurable, numerical, and/or empirical information, data, and/or 
phenomena 
 Qualitative: Typically this perspective is methodologically and/or theoretically 
based in describing and investigating phenomena via various methods. It is 
context-specific and fundamentally interpretive 
 Critical: Typically this perspective is theoretically based in interrogating and 
contesting power dynamics. It is often invested in researching and accounting for 
histories and enduring practices of oppression and resistance 
 Creative: Typically this perspective engages in performative and/or artistic 
processes and/or products 
 Applied: Typically this perspective implies the acquisition and/or development of 
professional or vocational skills 
• Each applicant when assigned to readers will be given at least one reader with a matching 
perspective, at least one reader with a different perspective, and one random reader. None of 
these readers can be from the applicant's department 
Change request*: Change text in some sections 
 Under letter of recommendation section: “The application system will email your recommender 
to ask him/her to submit a letter for you. This letter must NOT include your name, but may 
include the recommender's name.  
You may want to remind your recommender to expect this emailed request. Also remind them 
that the letter must be anonymous. Please apply in time so that your recommender will be able 
to submit a letter by the deadline.” 
 This text should appear in all letter of recommendation sections for GRD as well as 
SRAC/ST. It is generic, so it does not need to change for UNM faculty vs. NM State 
Agency, vs non-profit organization 
 Under proposal section:  "Do NOT include your name in your proposal. Non-anonymous 
proposals may be disqualified.” 
 Under budget section: “Do NOT include your name in your budget. Non-anonymous proposals 
may be disqualified.” 
 For GRD, it should read “Letter of support from non-profit, community service organization 
(optional for general priority grants)” It currently reads “(optional for all grants)” Do not allow 
high priority applications to enter this information. 
 For GRD, under high priority grant, place the definition of NM State Agency from the GRD bylaws 
(“New Mexico State Agency: An entity designated by the GRD Committee that is not a college, 
department, or program at a public university of the State of New Mexico. “ 
 For all three grant applications, above the budget, place a link to the per diem information and the 
following text. “Applicants are encouraged to list actual anticipated costs for trips. If instead you 
must list per diem expenses, please use the per diem values according to the University Business 
Policies and Procedures Manual, Policy 4030. Per diem rate information can be found here 
(http://www.unm.edu/~gacctng/perdiem.html). Mileage rate information can be found here 
(http://www.unm.edu/~gacctng/Change%20in%20Mileage.html).” 
Change request*: Add html fields 
• To GRD form only in top section: Does your project help rural New Mexico? Yes/No, required 
o This field should be exportable in one of the reports, along with whether or not an 
application was high priority or general priority. In that same report should be all the 
demographic information. 
• To all forms: “Additional comments to the committee” text box. Not required. Limited to 100 
words. 
Change request: Reorganize budget section (SRAC/GRD/ST) 
 Budget field “Other Funding Source” should be a text field. (not required) 
 Add the field “Amount From Other Source”. This will be a number field. (not required) 
 Change the first field to be “Budget Item” (required) 
 Add the field “Description” as a text field. (not required) 
 After “Add more budget line items” is clicked once, it then reads “Add more values”. It should 
always read “Add more budget line items”. 
 Add a total field under “Add more budget line items” for each of the numerical columns.  
 Add the field “Further Budget Explanation” as a text field (not required) at the bottom of the 
entire budget. This should appear under the total fields 
 All of the above should look something like the below, but with the description column being 
quite a bit wider than the other columns. Numerical fields should be as small in width as possible 
to display $xxxx.xx 
Budget Item Description Amount Amount Funded 
by SRAC/ST/GRD 
Other Funding 
Source 
Amount From 
Other Source 
(text field, 
required) 
(text field, 
required) 
(number field, 
required) 
(number field, 
required) 
(text field) (number field) 
Add more budget line items 
Totals 
  Total Amount Total Amount 
Funded by 
SRAC/ST 
 Total Amount 
From Other 
Source 
  (number field, 
required) 
(number field, 
required) 
 (number field) 
 
Further Budget Explanation: (text field) 
Change request(!)*: Remove date checking on applications 
• No date checking should occur for any of the applications 
• Remove all references to current deadlines on the application forms themselves 
Change request(!)*: Summer 2010 Accessibility 
• Summer 2010 cycle applications, scores and comments will remain available throughout the 
current cycle, see change request concerning old cycles 
Change request Addition: Add questionnaire for post application submission 
• Applicants who submit an application may respond to a questionnaire 
• After submitting, the following message will appear, and a user may click on a link to the 
questionnaire 
o Thank you for applying! To better understand the grants process and how we could more 
robustly serve and outreach to the graduate and professional student community, we 
would appreciate your taking a moment to answer the following questions. These 
demographics will not be used in the funding decision process. The data we gather will 
be used to track trends in which students and populations typically do or do not receive 
funding, and how the grants process might be better tailored to given needs. Thank you 
for your time. 
• In the email sent to applicants, a link will appear directing the user to the questionnaire with the 
same message above 
• Associating the questionnaire submission to application, no need to fill in basic information again 
• In the chair dashboard, a submitted questionnaire will be available within the contents of the 
submitted application viewed by the chair user 
• One captcha block to prevent bot attacks 
• A check validating only one questionnaire submission exists per application submission 
• The addition proposed covers the following questions and their types: 
o One line text: Degree Pursuing 
o One line text: Department, school, or program 
o One line text: Second degree, minor, and/or certificate (if applicable) 
o Radio option: Which of the following five perspectives most accurately describes this 
application? 
 Quantitative: Typically this perspective is methodologically and/or theoretically 
based in measurable, numerical, and/or empirical information, data, and/or 
phenomena 
 Qualitative: Typically this perspective is methodologically and/or theoretically 
based in describing and investigating phenomena via various methods. It is 
context-specific and fundamentally interpretive 
 Critical: Typically this perspective is theoretically based in interrogating and 
contesting power dynamics. It is often invested in researching and accounting for 
histories and enduring practices of oppression and resistance 
 Creative: Typically this perspective engages in performative and/or artistic 
processes and/or products 
 Applied: Typically this perspective implies the acquisition and/or development of 
professional or vocational skills 
 N/A: If these five are not applicable, please write in one word, the perspective 
that best describes this research 
• One line text 
o One line text: Gender (please note that this is NOT a radio button) 
o One line text: Race/Ethnicity 
o Radio option: Did you attend UNM as an undergraduate? (Y/N) 
o Multi-line text: How did you hear about GPSA’s grants? (Text Field) 
o Have you ever attended one of GPSA’s Grant Workshops? 
 2x one line text: If so, when? ______ (Fall/Spring/Summer) _______ (Year) 
o Multi-line text: If you have never attended a GPSA Grants Workshop, could you please 
explain what prevented your attendance? 
o Multi-line text: What student organizations are you affiliated with? 
o Multi-line text: Is there anything else that you would like to share with us related to 
GPSA, the grants process, or UNM in general? We appreciate your thoughtful suggestions 
Change request*: Time stamps 
 When a chair makes a change to an application, it should not change its submission time-stamp 
 Time stamps should reflect Mountain Time as well as Daylight Savings Time 
 Last cycle, our time-stamps were off by one hour 
Change request: Reader application type attribute 
• Readers need an assignable flag from the dashboard 
• Includes added logic in the random assignment function 
o In the application reader reassign list, only readers assigned to same application type and 
active cycle will be listed 
 
Change request(!): Score Sheets (ASAP after council appropriation) 
 Score sheets as attached should be updated 
 Running total should be provided on the score sheet itself as the reader fills in scores 
 Comment boxes should appear immediately underneath each scoring section in the case of 
SRAC/ST 
 Comment boxes are required 
Change request*: Reports (ASAP after council appropriation) 
 Provide a link to access all the report information that had been delivered for the last cycle. 
 Provide all the reports requested in the email dated July 8th, as well as the email dated July 9
Change request*: Access to old cycles 
th 
• Work with IT to make the site faster OR allow archiving old cycles so that the site runs more 
quickly for the current cycle. Old cycles should always be accessible, including scores, comments, 
applications and reports. Old cycles can be accessed by a link. 
Change request(!)*: How-To Documentation 
• How to add form fields without form-checking but with the option of making the field required 
• How to add text on the page of the applications 
• How to change the text and title of an email sent 
• How to change score sheets 
• How to produce a report similar to the one provided by Armando last summer for any cycle 
• Webpage How-Tos 
o How to add a new page in drupol 
o How to add a new link to the left in drupol 
o How to add a link in drupol to a (new) page 
o How to upload a file and create a link to it in drupol 
• How to recover backed-up data 
Change request: Work with IT to get automatic back-ups (ASAP after council appropriation) 
 All data should be backed up every 24 hours 
Change request: Add PDF upload support for four applications  
• Several applicants have requested this functionality during the Summer application cycle 
• GRD applications 
o One upload section will be available below each of the three letter of support 
sections 
o Only the upload section for a letter of support will be required if fields for email 
letter of support is not provided 
o In the  reader and chair dashboards, a list of uploaded files will appear in the 
letters of support section for viewing by chair and reader users 
o An editable message space providing a message requiring PDF letters be 
anonymous 
• Project applications 
o Two upload fields for files below the email fields for letters of support 
o In the  reader and chair dashboards, a list of uploaded files will appear in the 
letters of support section for viewing by chair and reader users 
• SRAC applications 
o One upload field will be available below the email fields 
o An uploaded file will be required if the above email fields were not filled 
o In the  reader and chair dashboards, a list of uploaded files will appear in the 
letters of support section for viewing by chair and reader users 
o An editable message space providing a message requiring PDF letters be 
anonymous 
• ST applications 
o One upload field will be available below the email fields 
o An uploaded file will be required if the above email fields were not filled 
o In the  reader and chair dashboards, a list of uploaded files will appear in the 
letters of support section for viewing by chair and reader users 
o An editable message space providing a message requiring PDF letters be 
anonymous 
Addition: Add new application for non-departmental funding 
•  An online application form following the same process flow as the rest of the applications 
• The form will have the same input sections as the paper format, with exceptions such as 
signatures that no longer apply to the online format 
o Includes a budget section for itemized expenses 
• No scoring process is required, only reject or approve funding 
• Non-departmental applications will be accessible and printable through the chair functionality. 
• The finance chair will be emailed (different email from the grants email) upon receipt of an 
application. 
• The form will contain the following fields: 
o Part I 
 
o Requester contact info: 
o One line text (reqd): First name 
o One line text (reqd): Last name 
o One line text (reqd): Email 
 
o One line text: Name of organization (reqd) 
o Multi-line text: Campus address (reqd) 
o One line text: Campus telephone (reqd) 
o Multiple entries (At least one)(All fields in one row must be filled in): Officers 
 One line text: Name 
 One line text: Title 
 One line text: Phone (+ US area code format validation) 
 One line text: Email (+ email format validation) 
o Number of active members (+ Number requirement validation if filled in) 
 Graduate (reqd) 
 Undergraduate (reqd) 
 Other (optional) 
o Number of people served (+ Number requirement validation if filled in) 
 Graduate (reqd) 
 Undergraduate (reqd) 
 Other (optional) 
o One line text (reqd): Last fiscal year for which GPSA funding was received (4 digit year 
validation if filled) 
o One line text (reqd): Last budget process participated in 
o One line text (optional)(numerical validation if filled in): If your organization received pro-
rated benefits during this fiscal year, how much did it receive? 
o  
o Part II 
o  
o Multi-line text (required): Briefly explain the organization’s purpose, objectives and 
planned activities 
o Multi-line text (required): Summarize the organization’s accomplishments & events in the 
past year 
o Multi-line text (required): Please provide a brief history and explanation of the 
organization’s GPSA funding allocations and expenditures 
o Multi-line text (reqd): Will the organization apply from the GPSA Projects Committee for 
the next fiscal year? If so, for how much and for what activities? 
o Multi-line text (reqd): Is the organization currently requesting or receiving funds from 
ASUNM (Associated Students of the University of New Mexico)? If so, how much? 
o Multi-line text (reqd): List any fundraisers held in the previous year with a brief 
description and amount raised. Outline any future ideas for fundraising and the projected 
profits 
o Multi-line text (reqd): Please list any other sources of funding that your group receives 
(membership dues, donations, etc.). Please provide a description and the amount of each 
o Multi-line text (reqd): Should it come down to a close decision between allocating funds 
to yours or another group, what ONE thing should be noted about the group that would 
sway the decision in your organization’s favor? 
o Multi-line text (reqd): Within the budget, what are the two or three most important line-
items for the continuance and prosperity of the organization? What is the area that a cut 
would affect the least? 
o Multi-line text (reqd): Where does the organization currently have space on campus to 
store equipment, office supplies, etc. (student’s rooms in the residence halls do not 
count)? Are you currently requesting space in the SUB? 
o Multi-line text (reqd): When was the organization last chartered? Please include month 
and year. 
o Reqd: Please paste a roster proving that the attendance of your organization meets the 
guidelines for non-departmental funding (<1/2  total students (including non-graduate 
students) from one department) (PDF upload or paste in multi-line text) 
o Checkbox (reqd): I certify that the statements herein are true and complete to the best of 
our knowledge and accept the obligation to comply with the terms and conditions of 
GPSA funding. 
Resources 
The ability to deliver by any of the above deadlines is made possible by the available tools developed in 
house as well as existing software packages. They are ready to be integrated into a fully functional 
system. I have several workstations for redundancy at my immediate disposal to avoid implementation 
delays. All development of code and integration will be handled by me, protecting the intellectual 
property of GPSA. 
Evaluation 
Project progress will be measurable through regular activity reports summarizing activities. The 
development life cycle is as follows. 
• Planning 
o Dates for deliverables (First priority task target set, pending remaining) 
o Contacting key individuals and groups such as ITS, chair people, other stakeholders 
• Analysis of the current application process (Complete upon confirmation of all requirements) 
o Confirmation of new form material for parenting assistance 
• Design 
o Includes all database structures, user interface experience, program flow, and models. 
• Development 
o Programming 
o Status updates by phone or email 
• Testing for quality and minor bugs 
o User acceptance 
o Requirements satisfaction  and sign off 
• Implementation 
o Modules are brought online ready for production as they are completed 
• Product support 
o Minor non impact revisions for 3 months implementation 
o Self-help guides on how to use the system 
o Bug fixes and maintenance after implementation for the first 6 months products support 
spread over three grant cycles in the course of a year 
Budget 
Project costs include all costs toward the development lifecycle activities. No hardware is required since 
existing development workstations will be used for development as well as the production website. No 
licensing costs will be incurred. 
Upon acceptance of this proposal, I request one half of the selected scenario cost upon project kickoff to 
cover all costs during the first month of development. The remainder will be paid upon project delivery 
as determined by the GPSA president and the contractor. 
Combined package:  $2,500 (grants system requests through page 9) + $1000 (non-departmental online 
system, page 9-10) = $3500 
** The above approximations are given based on the identified requirements at this time. Scope creep, 
requirements revisions, and revised timelines are not estimated in the above outline and could adjust the 
estimated project costs 
 
 
Signatures 
Delivery as outlined above agreed to by: 
__________________________________________Date: _______________________ 
Accepted by GPSA representative:  
__________________________________________Date: _______________________ 
Accepted by UNM representative:  
__________________________________________Date: _______________________ 
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NEW MEXICO HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
General Fund Appropriations Schedule
FY 2010-11
INSTITUTION:
Prepared By: Dee Dee Romero
ORIGINAL Less 3.2445% FINAL
AFTER FLEXIBILITY RESCISSION REVISED 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FY11 FY11 FY11
PART A - GF APPROPRIATIONS DIRECTLY TO THE INSTITUTION, PLUS COMP:
(if applicable, list Special Programs Expansion as ONE item in Part A and detail in Part C)
175,497,700$            (5,694,000)$               169,803,700$             
Africana Studies Faculty Initiative -$                          
Alfonso Ortiz Center (for Intercultural Studies) -$                          
Arts Laboratory (Interdisciplinary Film/Digital Media) -$                          
Biomedical Engineering -$                          
Department of Media Arts -$                          
Institute for Aerospace Engineering -$                          
Latin American Studies Recruit/Retain Fac & Stu -$                          
Latin American, Iberian Institute & LA Studies -$                          
Navajo Language Research & Teaching -$                          
UNM Law Library Improvements -$                          
African American Student Services Program 26,000$                     (800)$                        25,200$                      
Disabled Student Services 233,900$                   (7,600)$                     226,300$                    
Hispanic Student Center (El Centro de la Raza) 121,400$                   (3,900)$                     117,500$                    
International Education Initiatives 211,600$                   (6,900)$                     204,700$                    
Minority Graduate Recruitment & Retention 134,000$                   (4,300)$                     129,700$                    
Native American Intervention 203,300$                   (6,600)$                     196,700$                    
Pre-College Minority Student Math & Science 225,000$                   (7,300)$                     217,700$                    
Advanced Materials Research 41,200$                     (1,300)$                     39,900$                      
Graduate Research Development Fund 61,600$                     (2,000)$                     59,600$                      
Manufacturing Engineering Program 402,500$                   (13,100)$                    389,400$                    
Morrissey Hall & African American Performing Arts 47,700$                     (1,500)$                     46,200$                      
Morrissey Hall Research 46,900$                     (1,500)$                     45,400$                      
Resource Geographic Information System 76,900$                     (2,500)$                     74,400$                      
Utton Transboundary Resources Ctr (School of Law) 347,700$                   (11,300)$                    336,400$                    
African American Studies 22,500$                     (700)$                        21,800$                      
BBER Census & Population Analysis 402,400$                   (13,100)$                    389,300$                    
Center Latin American Resource & Outreach -$                          
College Mentoring Program 109,200$                   (3,500)$                     105,700$                    
College Prep Mentoring 91,300$                     (3,000)$                     88,300$                      
Community Based Educ (aka Family Dev Prog) 518,400$                   (16,800)$                    501,600$                    
Corrine Wolfe Children's Law Center 201,900$                   (6,600)$                     195,300$                    
Educational Television 1,124,900$                (36,500)$                    1,088,400$                 
ENLACE 72,500$                     (2,400)$                     70,100$                      
Ibero-American Education Consortium 100,600$                   (3,300)$                     97,300$                      
Judicial Education Center 138,900$                   (4,500)$                     134,400$                    
Judicial Selection 45,700$                     (1,500)$                     44,200$                      
University of New Mexico - Main Campus
Instruction & General
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NEW MEXICO HIGHER EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
General Fund Appropriations Schedule
FY 2010-11
INSTITUTION:
Prepared By: Dee Dee Romero
ORIGINAL Less 3.2445% FINAL
AFTER FLEXIBILITY RESCISSION REVISED 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION FY11 FY11 FY11
University of New Mexico - Main Campus
Land Grant Studies 62,900$                     (2,000)$                     60,900$                      
Latin American Student Recruitment 153,300$                   (5,000)$                     148,300$                    
Law College Prep Mentoring Program 144,400$                   (4,700)$                     139,700$                    
Mock Trials Program 94,800$                     (3,100)$                     91,700$                      
Natural Heritage Program 62,000$                     (2,000)$                     60,000$                      
New Mexico Historical Review 53,700$                     (1,700)$                     52,000$                      
Saturday Science & Math Academy 49,400$                     (1,600)$                     47,800$                      
Small Business Innovation & Outreach (Flow-thru) 124,300$                   (4,000)$                     120,300$                    
Southwest Indian Law Clinic 202,700$                   (6,600)$                     196,100$                    
Spanish Resource Center 81,100$                     (2,600)$                     78,500$                      
Substance Abuse Program 185,500$                   (6,000)$                     179,500$                    
Wildlife Law Education 101,100$                   (3,300)$                     97,800$                      
Youth Education Recreation Program 117,100$                   (3,800)$                     113,300$                    
Youth Leadership Development 59,200$                     (1,900)$                     57,300$                      
Athletics 2,456,300$                (79,700)$                    2,376,600$                 
Student Athlete Retention 189,000$                   (6,100)$                     182,900$                    
SW Research Ctr (incl Ctr Reg Stud + Span Col RC) 1,303,500$                (42,300)$                    1,261,200$                 
Special Projects Expansion & Flexibility -$                          
   TOTAL DIRECT (per final GF Summary) 185,946,000$            (6,032,900)$               179,913,100$             
Excerpts from 09-10 Funded GRD Projects 
Beer: Why doesn't the average New Mexican know anything about the largest nuclear accident ever to 
take place in the country? Is this regional, political, racial? How is this tied to New Mexico's identity as 
a nuclear state? 
 
Berger: How did irrigation politics and policy discussion embody ideas of nation-building and 
character? How was the New Mexico territory characterized in these dialogues from the national stage? 
 
Duvall: The study will address the following research aims: (1) Assess the efficacy of a training 
program in improving executive function abilities in children with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder 
(FASD). (2) Assess differences in functional changes in brain activation during EF tasks using high 
density EEG in FASD subjects who receive attention training vs. control.  
 
Fisher: The everyday functional needs of buildings (HVAC, water heating, lighting, equipment loads) 
alone 
 account for 76% of electricity demand and 43% of CO2 emissions in the U.S. 
 A mechanical engineering program is thus the most appropriate place to (1) 
 set the example for the building sector by demonstrating the feasibility of sustainability concepts 
 and (2) provide information and education in the area of energy efficiency and renewable energy 
 exploitation. 
 As part of an ongoing commitment to sustainability at UNM, a renovation of the original ME 
 building solar thermal system will result in a 
 90% building heating cost reduction, as well as a 25%-100% decrease in cooling costs (depending 
 on the time of year). 
 
 
Geib: My research involves the analysis and radiocarbon dating of prehistoric curved sticks. A large 
number of the sticks were recovered from a site southwest of Albuquerque that is culturally significant 
to the Laguna Tribes of New Mexico. The dates will help to demonstrate the time depth for the use of 
this site, which may well extend back 4000 years. This is relevant because, increasingly, the politics of 
the present engage artifacts from the past as tribes turn to archaeological finds to bolster land claims 
and to resolve disputes about the ownership of ancient remains. 
 
Gillum: This study will determine if men and women differ in their HSP72 response to stress. 
 If a difference in HSP72 production exists between men and women, then these results could provide 
insight into better cellular therapies to protect women against disease. This study could have important 
ramifications for the women of New Mexico. Hispanic women, who make up about 25% of the state’s 
population, have the highest risk of developing breast cancer in the United States (Watlington, 2007). 
Also, Hispanic women have a higher prevalence of cardiovascular disease than their Caucasian 
counterparts. Furthermore, Hispanic women experience cardiac risk factors at a younger age than 
Caucasians (Teeters, 2007). Currently, 80% of the subjects enrolled in this study are Hispanic. 
Therefore, this study has the potential to help the people that need it most. 
 
Hagerman: “A Place of Gratitude and Remembrance: Histories, Narratives, and Conversations Along 
the High Road to Taos” is an oral-history documentary that offers an immersion in the study of place, 
culture, and people of north-central New Mexico. One focal point of this project is the agricultural 
context of these settlements, and as such, our work recognizes the concept of agri-cultura and the 
emphasis on communal space in the built environment. 
 
Harms: Stroke is the third cause of death and first cause of disability in the state of New Mexico, 
where, on average, 3306 patients are hospitalized and 620 people die each year due to stroke. Stroke 
research is of the utmost importance to members of rural communities in NM. With time being a 
critical factor in treating a stroke patient, people living far from hospitals may not get treatment in a 
timely manner. Our research might lead to treatments that could be performed on an ambulance by 
emergency medical technicians. Treating stroke patients at an earlier and more effective time would 
give people who live far from hospitals a better chance to recover. This project focuses on the 
endogenous repair mechanisms of the brain following an ischemic stroke. 
 
Healy: I will combine the questionnaire and genetic data to address 1) Patterns of variation  
in New Mexicans of Spanish-Speaking Descent (NMSSD) in terms of genetic admixture from founding 
populations, 2) Patterns of  variation in NMSSD in terms of sociocultural factors, and 3) historical 
process that have created these patterns, as well as the overlap between the genetic and sociocultural 
patterns. Impact on New Mexico’s communities: NM’s large population of residents with Spanish-  
speaking descent presents an excellent opportunity for increasing understanding of this minority  
group, now the largest in the U.S. Knowledge of how this understudied, diverse group is  
structured could create medical breakthroughs through both genetic and public health initiatives. 
 
Hillesland: Using the sand fly vector of leishmaniasis as a model, we aim to use a novel approach to 
control vector-borne diseases using recent advances in nanotechnology.  Leishmaniasis is a disease that 
is a concern to veterans who are in, or have been to the Middle East.  Approximately 10% of the 
population in New Mexico are veterans. The technique proposed here can be optimized and eventually 
be adapted to other vector-borne diseases, such as West Nile virus, that are of greater significance to 
New Mexico communities. 
 
Knudsen: This project will study the issue of student breastfeeding mothers enrolled  
in high schools or equivalent, colleges, and universities and the extent of support or opposition  
they experience in school systems throughout the state of New Mexico. By conducting  
this study, I hope to also raise awareness amongst administrators and school nurses and  
encourage them to support breastfeeding student-mothers. 
 
Kuennen: The effect of quercetin supplementation on gut permeability in heat-stressed humans is 
unknown. We hypothesize that quercetin will reduce HSP expression and increase intestinal 
permeability during repeated heat exposure, suggesting an increased susceptibility to heat illness. 
Clearly, New Mexico’s residents, both rural and urban, provide substantial military support. That 
quercetin in these soldiers’ meals may increase risk of heat illness is unacceptable, and must be 
examined. 
 
Lechuga: This research asks: 1)“How are high school students racialized and gendered in the 
classroom, at school, and in their daily lives? 2) How do they define the relationship between their 
racial and ethnic identities and their attitudes toward school?” 
 
Malaney: Our current understanding of variation (taxonomy) of the meadow jumping mouse  
(Zapus hudsonius) recognizes 12 subspecies. The goal of this study is to assess within and  
between sub-species variation using DNA markers to identify the diversity of genetic lineages  
throughout their Southwestern range. I will then compare these patterns of variation to another  
closely related species, the western jumping mouse (Zapus princeps). 
 
Ramoncita Martinez-Finley: The goal of the project is to write the Rio Arriba Green Building Guide to 
provide an overview of the newest green building techniques and sustainable development practices to 
help Rio Arriba County residents save money and build a sustainable future.  
 
Ebany Martinez-Finley: New Mexico (NM) has one of the highest naturally occurring arsenic (As) 
levels in the United States with arsenic being supplied by volcanic deposits.  Residents utilizing wells 
as their primary source of drinking water and rural residents can experience substantial concentrations 
of arsenic which can accumulate over their lifetimes. Mice will receive the equivalent of 50ppb arsenic 
(environmentally relevant concentration) in their drinking water from pregnancy through offspring 
weaning. Control animals will receive untreated tap water (~6ppb arsenic content). This project will 
assess molecular changes in the hippocampus, an area of the brain associated with learning.  
 
Lavinia:  My research seeks to document new ways in which New Mexican gay, lesbian, and 
transgender individuals and couples negotiate their identities and display their intimate relationships in 
the context of political struggle for rights. This project also seeks to demonstrate how, through 
discourses about kinship, categories about normalcy and belonging are produced and citizenship is 
negotiated between the state of New Mexico and its lesbian, gay, and transgender constituents. Looking 
at political and legal processes, public discussions, and dominant gay and lesbian group narratives 
about family, I investigate how the debates over same-sex partner rights have raised important 
questions about the relationships between gender, sexuality, kinship, and citizenship. 
 
Okun: My proposed research will explore the post-Chaco occupation of Chacra Mesa in northwestern 
New Mexico. While Chaco Canyon is one of the most intensely studied phenomena in American 
prehistory, surprisingly little is known about the surviving post-Chacoan settlements in the San 
Juan Basin following its decline. As the closest upland area to Chaco Canyon, Chacra Mesa offers an 
unparalleled opportunity to study changes in Ancestral Pueblo agricultural systems during this turbulent 
period. On a broader scale, this project has the potential to provide a better understanding of the range 
of responses to periods of stress and displacement among agricultural societies. 
 
Oliha: This research will provide an overview of discourses of diversity in the current historical 
moment and their impact on student success. The opportunity to compare UNM (minority-majority 
institution) to the U of M which is predominantly white will provide a more holistic picture of how 
diversity is being harnessed differently and similarly at both institutions. This data could contribute to 
the creation of more culturally relevant methods of retaining students of color at UNM and across the 
nation as a whole. With this data, UNM will have the opportunity to review measures for improving the 
retention and graduation rates of all students with an eye to the effects different conceptualizations of 
diversity have on teaching and learning. 
 
Peery: Young’s orthography and Navajo language documentation work is still used as a basis for many 
revitalization programs. Many Native communities are vitally concerned with preserving their language 
and culture. Further exploration of Young’s documentation project and how it was shaped both by his  
preconceptions about language and the political climate of the New Deal has the potential to 
contribute to current work on Navajo language revitalization projects going on in rural New 
Mexico communities today. 
 
Schiller: At stake in making a comparison of Wadi Fukin and Northern New Mexico is the ability to 
make visible what Duke professor Walter Mignolo calls the "coloniality of power," or the tools and 
methods used by a colonialist state to maintain its hegemonic rule. First, I will create a series of 
documentary photos from each community. These photos will be laid out together and printed side by 
side onto one sheet, creating a "diptych," or comparative analysis to reveal the similarities inherent 
in the forms of resistance used by each community. This section of the project is crucial because the 
photos will be displayed at the Oñate Monument Resource and Visitors Center in Española, which acts 
as an educational and cultural heritage center for Hispanos in New Mexico. 
 
Siemon: The research on the perceptions of primary care providers and other health care workers  
on the training and certification of Community Health Workers in New Mexico will provide  
qualitative information to the New Mexico Department of Health, Office of Community Health 
Workers, and the New Mexico Community Health Worker Advisory Council on barriers to state 
training and certification of Community Health Workers (CHWs) in New Mexico from the 
perspective of employers and supervisors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appropriation Request: Archives and Records (Transparency) Committee Revised 
Budget  
Sponsor: GPSA President  
Date: Sept. 17, 2010  
Amount Requested: $2225.00 
 
Background: All three branches of the GPSA are required to keep accurate records of 
their business. The Open Meetings Act Resolution, which is approved by Council each 
Fall, and Appendix IV of the GPSA Constitution requires that all GPSA committees and 
boards provide appropriate notice and written minutes for each of their meetings. The 
Court of Review is also constitutionally required to create an official written record of all 
decisions made which are to be maintained in the GPSA office (Article VII, Section D. 
Subsection 3a.) 
 
 3. To create an official written record of all decisions to be maintained in the GPSA office. 
a. Written Opinions: All official decisions and opinions of the Court shall be made in writing, 
made available to the GPSA officers, Representatives and Members, as well as the public 
upon request. 
 
There is no known official record of all previous Court of Review decisions.  
 
And, though there is no specific protocol outlined in Article X. Ratification and 
Amendments of the GPSA Constitution, it has become evident that as GPSA shifts to 
using predominantly electronic documents, archival procedures for constitutional and 
bylaw amendments are needed. There is no known official record of all previous 
constitution and bylaws amendments. 
 
At the August 2010 GPSA Council Meeting, an appropriation of $2269.87 was approved 
for a Mac Powerbook Pro, a camcorder, an external microphone, a memory card, and to 
cover copy expenses for the Executive Ad Hoc Transparency committee (hereto after 
referred to as the Archives and Records Committee). The appropriation was made during 
the last 3 minutes of the Council meeting and some Council Representatives have said 
that they needed more time to debate the merits of stipends and compensation before 
voting to approve an appropriation for those types of expenses.  
 
Given the fact that TA/GA lines are being cut and that the number one issue of concern 
for graduate and professional students at UNM is funding, it is important Council 
consider the merits of using funds for graduate student compensation. 
 
Due to the amount of hours it is expected to both compile the historical documents for 
both the Court and the Constitution and to ensure meetings are recorded appropriately, 
funding has been requested to compensate the appointed graduate student chair of this 
committee.  
 
For all meetings in which more than $10,000 is to be appropriated, permanent records 
need to be kept. This appropriation request ($15/hour for a total $1500) would enable 
GPSA to compensate note takers and videographers for these meetings as needed. It is 
believed that without this compensation it will not be possible to recruit note takers on 
short notice or for lengthy meetings. Originally $2400 was requested however after 
careful review this amount has been decreased to $1500. The GPSA President is 
confident that this amount will be sufficient for the remainder of the academic year and 
will prevent multiple appropriation requests throughout the year. 
 
The current budgeted amount for the Mac Powerbook Pro ($1000) was $300 under the 
actual cost (see attached documentation). Additionally, an adapter ($25) will be necessary 
to use the Mac Powerbook to display on a power point projector, which may be needed in 
meetings held in classrooms across campus that are not “smartroom” equipped. 
 
The Archives and Records Committee will ensure that: 
1) official Constitution and Bylaws amendments are archived and the most up to 
date official constitution and bylaws are available on the GPSA website,  
2) official Court of Review decisions are archived in the GPSA office, 
3) proper meeting notice is provided for all GPSA meetings (*except GPSA 
Council meetings as the Council Chair is responsible for these),  
4) official meeting minutes are archived electronically on the GPSA website and on 
the GPSA external hard drive, and 
5) all requests for video or audio recordings at meetings in which GPSA members 
are voting members are accommodated.  
 
 
Appropriation Request:  
Service/Item Amount Total 
Chair $200/semester $  400.00 
Note Taker/Videographer $15/hour @ 100 
hours 
$1500.00 
Mac Adapter $    25.00 
Mac Powerbook Pro Upgrade $  300.00 
Total $2225.00 
 
 
 
 
Resolution: New Voters Project  
Sponsor: GPSA Executive Board  
Date: Sept. 17, 2010  
 
WHEREAS, the University of New Mexico Graduate and Professional Student 
Association are the representative body of the graduate and professional students of the 
University of New Mexico; and 
 
WHEREAS, New Mexico Public Interest Research Group at the University of New 
Mexico (NM PIRG) is nonpartisan; and 
 
WHEREAS, NM PIRG is organizing the New Voters Project, an effort to increase 
student participation in local, state and national elections; and 
 
WHEREAS, the New Voters project will be accomplished through grassroots tactics 
including but not limited to, voter registration booths, internet outreach, and media 
attention; and 
 
WHEREAS, student groups such as Queer Straight Alliance and Amnesty International 
have endorsed and become members in the New Voter Project Coalition; and 
 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, GPSA supports engaging students in the 
voting process, and the efforts of the New Voter Project and will become participants in 
the New Voter Project Coalition ; and 
 
WHEREAS, an estimate of 200 university student governments across the country have 
joined New Voters Project coalitions, including the University of Montana and Arizona 
State University.    
 
THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, as a member of the New Voters 
Coalition GPSA will participate in coalition meetings, voter registration and mobilization 
trainings, post a link for the campaign on the GPSA website, and attend 
press conferences. 
 
THEREFORE, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, this resolution will be forwarded to the 
to the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico and the Daily Lobo. 
 
MEMORANDUM 
Date:  September 15, 2010 
From: Katie Richardson, GPSA Grants Committee Chair 
To: GPSA Council 
Subject: Council approval of ad hoc committee to secure non-state allocation GRD funding 
The GRD committee anticipates that lobbying the state legislature for continued state 
allocations for FY12 will be rejected. This would mean that only a spending allowance of 
approximately twenty thousand dollars would be available each year for GRD grants. This would cut 
available grants by a factor of four compared to FY10; only about five applications could be funded 
each year. Additional funding sources are needed. The grants committee requests that council 
convene an ad hoc committee to find continued GRD funding from alternative sources.  
The current grants committee does not have the expertise to solicit and secure this funding. We 
ask that council members or people of their acquaintance with experience finding funding be recruited 
to join the ad hoc committee.  
Last year, 19 students benefited from receiving around $75,000 of funding. This is a major 
contribution to the GPSA's members to further their academic and professional careers. Council is 
encouraged to actively participate in saving this critical resource for GPSA members. 
 
Further budget context: 
In FY10, GRD received $76,769, although we were budgeted $82,100 by the state. Due to the 
lower state allocation for FY11, the grants committee anticipates funding approximately 15 GRD 
grants, as opposed to the 19 of 41 applications funded in FY10. In FY11, we have already experienced 
a $2000 decrease in the amount initially allocated by the state, for a total of $59,600.  
The quasi-endowment held in trust for GPSA as of 6/30/09 was $408,547.89. The spending 
allowance from this quasi-endowment was $20,866.94. Again, if this were our only source of funding, 
we could only fund 5 GRD grants each year. 
 
Please see supporting documentation and summary of 09-10 GRD projects. 
 
GPSA President’s Report September 2010 Over the last month, the GPSA executive branch has been active in both internal and external relations. These activities have included recruiting, welcoming, training, and scheduling a new cadre of office volunteers and committee members, meeting with staff council, parents’ association, and faculty senate representatives, meeting with the Student Fee Review Board Task Force, and meeting with Albuquerque area state, county, and city officials.  Below are the pressing topics that have been discussed and should be shared with your constituents. 
TA/GA Budget Cuts While enrollment climbed by more than 5%, it is expected that the most recent wave of budget cuts will disproportionately affect Teaching and Graduate Assistants. 1 2
Open Government  
  $500K of the total $1.5M in cuts the Regents approved for the College of Arts and Sciences is expected to be in TA/GA salaries and benefits (approximately 40 positions). In response to these proposed cuts GPSA needs your continued help in organizing graduate student employees. We have been working with TV and print media outlets to get the word out about what is going on and have been collaborating closely with the new student group G.E.T (Graduate Employees Together) to provide informational workshops, assess the needs of graduate student employees, and work to ensure our voices are heard.   
GPSA continues to work to obtain data about the UNM graduate and professional student population (see table of data requests below).   Since the Aug. Council meeting the Office of the Provost reported  to the Regents that overall, graduate students teach 19.6 percent of UNM undergraduate classes and we teach 26 percent of the lower-level, 100- and 200-level courses.  
Pending GPSA Data Requests  
Retention rates by department 
Graduation rates by department 
Average time to graduation by department 
Number of students that are employed and/or funded (tuition credits)                                                         1 http://www.abqjournal.com/news/metro/152340159206newsmetro09-15-10.htm 
2 http://www.dailylobo.com/index.php/article/2010/09/regents_rally_over_looming_budget_cuts#comment13097  
Name, title, salary, department, and email address (in an electronic spreadsheet) 
International vs. Domestic students 
Graduate students coming from UNM undergrad 
Graduate students coming from New Mexico by county of residence and undergraduate college 
Average salary for students in each department 
The number of courses where TAs are the "instructors of record" by semester and course #. 
The total number of courses by semester and course #.  
The number of courses where GAs are assigned to grade, lecture, etc. 
The number of courses taught by non-tenure tract faculty, PTIs (broken down by currently enrolled 
graduate students and non-graduate students), adjunct faculty, and other contingent faculty. 
Job title and location by department/field of graduate/professional school graduates. 
# of graduate students who report having dependents to care for (FAFSA/W-2/Other) 
Age of the dependents of graduate students 
# of graduate student employees who report needing childcare assistance at least one time per week 
# of graduate students who are single heads of households with dependents to care for 
 An executive ad hoc records and archives committee has been proposed to address the need to collect, maintain, and retrieve records of GPSA governmental activities. This committee would support all three branches of government and would ensure that we have a current official constitution and bylaws document available to all GPSA members and that all GPSA meetings are in compliance with the NM Open Meetings Act. 
Student Fee Review Board (SFRB) Policy 13103During the 2009/2010 SFRB cycle, the combined undergraduate and graduate student board proposed revisions
Revision 
41) Removing the distinction between the recurring and the non-recurring programs  to the SFRB policy. There revisions included: 2) Allowing alternates to vote when a voting member is absent 3) Including posting to the respective student government websites as part of the notice requirements.  4) Requiring minutes be taken at SFRB deliberations. 5) Requiring meetings use a parliamentary authority for the conduct of business. 6) Requiring that all applicants submit an application. 7) Requiring all applicants to provide a detailed budget of proposed expenditures. 8) Allowing programs to be moved from recurring to non-recurring (should #1 not be approved) status as appropriate. 9) Allowing cuts of up to 10% for programs who qualify for probation. 10) Allowing the SFRB to make cuts for fiscal reasons. These amendments would allow students more flexibility when prioritizing resources and when considering funding requests for new programs.  
                                                        3 http://www.unm.edu/~ubppm/ubppmanual/1310.htm  4 http://www.unm.edu/~gpsa/committees.shtml  
In May 2010 President Schmidly convened a task force to review and investigate these recommendations. This task force has met with some of last year’s board members, some of the applicants, and has contacted administrators in other institutions. Their report is expected to be released Oct.1, 2010.  
Student Regent Recruitment  If you or any of your constituents are interested in applying to be a student regent, please contact unmgpsa@gmail.com. Job description and deadlines will be posted to the GPSA website.  
Departmental Outreach Intra-departmental Funding - Earlier this week, I received an inquiry regarding funding from Net Impact, a student organization made up of students from the Anderson School of Management. This request along with the recent appropriation for Medical Students for Choice, the FY08, FY09, and FY10 appropriations for the Theater and Dance Words of Fire Festival suggest GPSA Council may want to revisit the funding policies regarding intra-departmental funding. Though few disagree with valuing and supporting inter-departmental student organizations, as the University population grows, is there also a legitimate argument in favor of offering competitive funding for intra-departmental organizations? Questions to keep in mind might include: Does GPSA have the resources to fund these requests? What criteria would these requests be evaluated on (eg value to entire graduate and professional student community, value to the community at large (ie Albuquerque, New Mexico), etc.) Law School Secession Efforts – No Update 
Communications E-Advocacy Team Please advise your constituents that the GPSA executive branch is looking for letter writers for our e-advocacy team. Often when advocating for a graduate or professional student issue—such as opposing cuts to TA/GA lines or advocating for an expansion for the Children’s Campus—we need people to contact the media, the UNM administration, the UNM Board of Regents, or their elected representatives and urge them to support or oppose specific appropriations/policy changes. The Board of Regents and our elected officials really do listen to their constituents, so this is a very effective way to volunteer—and it takes very little of your time. Here’s how it works: When we have an issue we need your help on, we send you a legislative alert. Each alert gives you background information on the legislation, as well as contact info for the target of the message (eg Daily Lobo Opinion Editor, VP of Student Affairs, State Senator, etc). All you do is email or call the individual listed and urge them to support or oppose the appropriation/policy change. If you or any of your constituents are interested in joining our e-advocacy team, please contact unmgpsa@gmail.com. We do not sell, give or share your personal information, including your email address, with any other organizations, groups or persons. And you always have the option to opt out. 
Website The Website committee held two productive meetings this month and we look forward to providing an example of the new site at the October Council meeting. We are still looking for student volunteers with web design experience and those who might be able to help with data entry as we transfer the data from the old site to the new one.  If you or any of your constituents are interested in helping with the website update, please contact unmgpsa@gmail.com. GPSA Art After careful review the GPSA computer lounge mural artist has been selected! I am excited about this new contribution to the GPSA office space and strongly urge you to support the modest appropriation request for the artist’s supplies and materials.  Respectfully submitted,  Lissa Knudsen, GPSA President  The GPSA calendar is located at: http://www.unm.edu/~gpsa/calendar.shtml GPSA President Office Hours – Tuesday and Thursday 9:00am – 11:00am  Please feel free to contact the GPSA President at anytime: (505) 350-9730 or unmgpsa@gmail.com.   
Council Chair Report  
Submitted by: Megan McRobert, Council Chair 
Submitted to: GPSA Council 
Over the last month, I have spent time and energy organizing the administrative aspects of the GPSA 
Council, including: outreach to underrepresented departments, verifying enrollment and representation, 
welcoming new representatives into the process, and working with all three branches of GPSA 
government to ensure a smooth start to the academic year. At this time, there are a few issues that 
need to be highlighted:  
1. Financial State of the University 
Many departments and programs find themselves in a precarious financial situation. On Tues, Sept 14, 
the Board of Regents approved budget cuts. As a graduate student and Council Chair, I am extremely 
concerned about how budget cuts will impact the University as a whole, and in particular graduate 
students. As both employees and students, we work to support ourselves and our contributions in 
research, teaching, administrative tasks, and student organizations mean that graduate students are 
invaluable for the health of the institution. At this time, I hope that we can work together to support all 
graduate and professional programs and to ensure that the core mission of the University is maintained.  
2. GPSA Constitution 
Since beginning my term as Council Chair in May 2010, I have worked hard to familiarize myself with the 
history and nuances of the GPSA structure. Unfortunately, my predecessor was not available to help 
pass on crucial pieces of information, in particular, the results of a Constitutional Convention. Many 
dedicated GPSA representatives worked to ensure that the GPSA Constitution was consistent, up to 
date, and a solid working document for the governing body. However, many of these changes were 
never implemented. Therefore, we find ourselves in a precarious state where there is no single 
document which accurately reflects the current GPSA Constitution. To that end, I hope to work with 
representatives to ensure that changes made are implemented correctly and that everyone is able to 
access the same document.  
3. Finances   
At the August 2010 meeting, several appropriations requests were granted, totaling approximately 
$20,044.27. To date, unallocated funds remaining are: $64,296.03. Further information and detail can 
be found in the Finance Committee Report.  
For the Council’s reference, I have included language from Article VIII of the GPSA Constitution (the 
version that was approved by the Constitutional Convention in the 2009-2010 academic year). Article 
VIII outlines the workings of the GPSA budget and provides guidelines on budget organization. Also 
included is Appendix One of the GPSA Constitution, which details the Finance Code. The Finance Code 
outlines the types of organizations and projects which are eligible for GPSA Council funding.  
  
Article VIII. Budget  
A. Fees  
Subject to authorization by the University of New Mexico Board of Regents, a nonrefundable fee shall 
be levied on all graduate and professional students. The University of New Mexico shall collect these 
fees and forward them immediately to the GPSA.  
1. The GPSA fee shall not exceed $25.00 per student per semester.  
2. [Note: Five percent (5%) of the total GPSA budget is taken by the University in the form of an 
accounting fee payable to the Student Government Accounting Office. The total GPSA budget is 
herein defined as the total graduate student fees collected minus this five percent (5%) fee.]  
a. No less than twenty percent (20%) and no more than thirty-five percent (35%) of the 
total GPSA budget shall be allocated to GPSA administrative expenses. GPSA 
administrative expenses include all stipends (except for the stipend of the GRD Chair), 
office employee salaries, all GPSA office operating expenses, and the President’s 
education grant.  
b. No less than forty percent (40%) of the total GPSA budget shall be allocated to “Pro-
rated Benefits” to be allocated to Recognized Departmental Graduate or Professional 
Student Associations. These Recognized Departmental Student Associations shall in turn 
provide funding for all departmentally-based student associations within their 
department. A departmentally-based student association is a student group in which 
fifty percent (50%) or more of the dues-paying membership are GPSA members from a 
single department.  
c. No less than ten percent (10%) of the total GPSA budget shall be allocated to the 
Student Research Grant Committee. Additional funds from the Council General Fund 
must be requested from the GPSA Council through the Finance Committee. Additional 
funds can be transferred to the SRAC/ST or GRD Committee from the SRAC/ST or GRD 
Endowment Spending Account at any time, however, with the approval of the GPSA 
President, Council Chair and Finance Committee Chair.  
d. No less than $5,000 shall be allocated to the Student Research Allocation Committee 
Endowment Fund.  
e. No less than three percent (3%) of the total GPSA budget shall be left unbudgeted, 
yielding a minimum balance to the Council General Fund.  
f. No more than ten percent (10%) of the total GPSA budget shall be allocated to the 
GPSA standing committees in the original GPSA budget submitted in April for the 
following fiscal year. This does not include the ten percent (10%) minimum of the total 
GPSA budget already allocated to the Student Research Allocation Committee (SRAC). 
Each standing committee should submit a budget request to the Finance Committee 
during the annual GPSA budget process, to include any stipends for the Committee 
Chair or members. This includes the SRAC, which should submit a budget request for 
funds above and beyond the ten percent (10%) of the total GPSA budget already 
allocated to the committee. Additional funds to be taken from the Council General Fund 
can be requested of the GPSA Council through the Finance Committee at any time 
during the following fiscal year.  
g. No more than ten percent (10%) of the total GPSA budget shall be allocated for 
distribution to non-departmentally based graduate or professional student 
organizations [defined herein as any organization in which less than fifty percent (50%) 
of the members are from one department]. These allocations shall be made according 
to guidelines established in the GPSA Finance Code. The Student Activities Center is to 
be guaranteed funding of a minimum of one thousand dollars ($1000.00) of these funds. 
A request of more than one thousand dollars ($1000.00) will require participation in the 
complete budgeting process outlined in Appendix #1: Finance Code.  
3. The GPSA fees shall be allocated as follows:  
4. Surplus Funds  
a. Any unspent funds that were allocated to GPSA administrative expenses, GPSA standing 
committees, non-departmentally based graduate and professional student associations and all 
unclaimed Pro-rated Benefits (PB) Funds shall be placed in the Council General Fund.  
b. Any unallocated funds remaining in the Council General Fund at the end of the fiscal year 
shall be carried over to the following year’s Council General Fund.  
c. During the summer (May 15 to August 15), the GPSA President, Council Chair and Student 
Research Allocation Committee (SRAC) Chairperson shall have the power to transfer unallocated 
funds from the Council General Fund or the SRAC Endowment Spending Account to the SRAC. 
Such transfers will be reported to the GPSA Council during the first meeting of the Council in the 
following fiscal year (i.e., September).  
d. During the summer (May 15 to August 15), the GPSA President, Council Chair and Specialized 
Travel Chairperson shall have the power to transfer unallocated funds from the Council General 
Fund to the Specialized Travel Committee. Such transfers will be reported to the GPSA Council 
during the first meeting of the Council in the following fiscal year (i.e., September).  
5. Summer GPSA fees, if collected, shall be forwarded in their entirety to the Student Research 
Allocations Committee Endowment Fund.  
 
B. Purpose  
Collected fees shall be used to fund the general GPSA government and shall be used by the 
GPSA Council to benefit chartered student organizations and other graduate and professional 
students through GPSA Committees.  
 
C. Budget Procedures  
The Finance Committee shall draft a budget in accordance to the guidelines outlined in the 
Appendix 1 Finance Code. The proposed budget must be approved by two-thirds of the 
Council Representatives present at a duly called Council meeting. If a changed student fee is 
recommended by the Council, this change will be presented to the student body for approval 
by a simple majority of voting GPSA members. If not approved, the recommended fee will 
remain at current levels and the appropriate balanced budget must be adopted. vi  
1. The GPSA Finance Code shall appear as Appendix #1 of this document.  
2. All articles and sections of the GPSA Finance Code shall have the weight of Bylaws of 
the GPSA.  
  
 APPENDIX ONE: FINANCE CODE A  
 
I. Philosophy  
The financial goal of the GPSA is to provide funds to graduate and professional students in order 
to enhance their academic and professional development. GPSA accomplishes this goal directly, 
by providing funds for academic and professional activities, and indirectly, by providing funds for 
support services. GPSA does not undertake to provide sole funding for any group or 
organization; nor will funding in one year be a guarantee of funding in subsequent years.  
II. Annual Budget  
A. Budgets will be based on projected enrollment for the fiscal year under consideration.  
III. Petitions for Grants of Pro-Rated Benefits (PB) Funds  
A. Grants of pro-rated benefits shall be provided to Recognized Departmental Student 
Associations at a per capita rate equal to the percent of Fall and Spring fees allocated in the 
budget.  
B. Each semester, the Recognized Departmental Student Association from each department, in 
order to receive Pro-Rated Benefits, must apply via a form on the GPSA website.  
C. Based on the enrollment statistics provided by the University, indicating the number of 
graduate or professional students enrolled in each department, the Student Government 
Accounting office will credit the relevant PB account.  
D. Any Recognized Departmental Student Association has the right to appeal the enrollment 
statistics provided by the University to the GPSA Finance Committee by presenting a name-by-
name count of the GPSA Members and Associate Members it claims and performing a 
comparison with the University’s printout.  
IV. Non-departmental Organizations  
A. Calendar:  
1. Two mandatory budget workshops will be held during the spring semester. Groups 
requesting funds need to attend only one budget workshop. The first budget workshop 
will be held during the second week of the spring semester. The second budget 
workshop will be held during the third week of the spring semester. This requirement 
may also be met by a special meeting with GPSA's Accounting Department.  
2. Budgets must be submitted to the GPSA office no later than 5:00 p.m. on the fifth 
Friday of the spring semester. The Finance Committee will may refuse to fund 
organizations not meeting this deadline. The organization must submit a minimum of 
seven (7) copies of their funding request packet. These funding request packets must be 
three-hole punched. An online document submitted to the GPSA President, Council 
Chair, and Finance Committee Chair will satisfy these requirements as well.  
3. Budget hearings will be held within two weeks after budgets are submitted.  
4. The Finance Committee will present a final budget to Council at the March GPSA 
meeting.  
B. Preparation of Budgets for Submission to the Finance Committee:  
1. The Finance Committee and the Student Government Accounting Office (SGAO) will 
hold the budget workshops. Attendance will be mandatory for any non-departmental 
organization applying for budget allocations for the following fiscal year. At least one of 
the attendees must be a graduate or professional student. Any application for funding 
submitted from an organization not represented at one of the budget workshops will 
not be considered for funding by the Finance Committee.  
2. Budgets must adhere to the procedures presented at the budget workshops. Budgets 
will be submitted in a line-item format with detailed breakdowns of expenditures within 
each line item. The Finance Committee may refuse to consider budgets not prepared 
according to the appropriate procedures or which are incompletely detailed. They may 
request a revised budget to approve in lieu of refusal.  
3. The Finance Committee may refuse to fund specific line items it deems inappropriate 
for external budget funds, i.e. items more appropriately funded through Projects of 
SRAC. Line items not specifically refused funding by the committee will be considered 
fundable.  
4. A graduate representative of each group applying for funding must appear at the 
budget hearings. Organizations sign up, in advance, for an appointment during the 
scheduled hearing. Failure to attend the scheduled appointment may result in 
disqualification of the organization from further consideration for funding from the 
GPSA Finance Committee for the fiscal year under consideration. It is the responsibility 
of any organization needing to reschedule its appointment to contact the Finance Chair 
at least one day in advance by phone and email.  
C. Disbursement of funds:  
1. Funds will be released to organizations only according to SGAO fiscal policy.  
2. Upon receiving notification of final funding organizations may transfer funds between 
line items after a written rationale for the transfer has been approved, in writing, by the 
organization’s fiscal authority, and the Finance Committee Chair.  
3. Organizations may petition the Finance Committee for an extension of the spending 
deadline: a two thirds (2/3) vote of committee members present is necessary to extend 
the deadline.  
4. Failure to adhere to these guidelines, or unlawful use of funds, will result in an 
enjoinment of spending privileges by the Finance Committee until the violation has 
been corrected.  
a. The Finance Committee must notify any groups of an enjoinment of that 
group’s funds no later than the date after this day preceding this action.  
b. Such notification will include the reason for the action as well as the actions 
required of the group for funding to be resumed in a timely fashion.  
c. Groups will have no more than three weeks to comply with the instructions of 
the Finance Committee.  
d. If a group fails to take the necessary actions the Finance Committee may 
appeal to the Council for an enjoinment of the organization’s funds for the 
remainder of the fiscal year. A two thirds (2/3) vote of the GPSA Council 
members present is necessary for approval of such appeal.  
e. Funds enjoined for the remainder of the fiscal year will revert to the GPSA 
general fund.  
D. Procedures for appeals:  
1. Organizations have the opportunity to appeal funding allocations made during the 
Spring allocation process.  
a. Organizations must formally petition to the Finance Committee in writing for 
an appeals hearing.  
i. The petition must state the reason for the appeal and must be based 
on the budget submitted by the organization during the Spring budget 
process.  
b. The Finance Committee will submit an appeals budget and its 
recommendation to the Council at the meeting immediately following the 
appeals hearing.  
c. Council will act on the appeal during the meeting at which it is presented. 
Council may pass the budget as submitted, amend the budget according to the 
guidelines above, or deny the appeal. The action taken by Council at that 
meeting will be binding with no further appeals allowed.  
2. Organizations have the right to appeal the enjoinment of their spending account.  
a. Organizations must formally petition to the Finance Committee in writing or 
via email for an appeals hearing.  
i. The petition must state the reason for the appeal.  
b. The Finance Committee will submit the appeal and its recommendation to 
the Council after one week of deliberation. The appeal and the Finance 
Committee recommendation(s) will be submitted at the next council meeting 
following the week of deliberation.  
c. Council will act on the appeal during the meeting at which it is presented or 
schedule a special meeting. Council may pass the budget as submitted, amend 
the budget according to the guidelines above, or deny the appeal. The action 
taken by Council at that meeting may be appealed with a 2/3 majority vote.   
E. Funding Priorities:  
1. Funding through the external budget will be allocated on a merit basis, according to 
the following criteria, priorities, and limits:  
2. Funding Priorities  
a. Purpose of the Organization: Highest priority will be given groups whose 
primary goal is academic/professional development of graduate and 
professional students. Other purposes are ranked from highest to lowest as 
follows: support services for graduate and professional students; cultural 
enhancement; leisure and entertainment activities.  
b. Affirmative Action: High priority will be given groups that include in their 
purpose the active recruitment and retention of under-represented groups, 
based on race, ethnicity, and/or gender.  
c. Population Served: Ranked from highest to lowest: all graduate and 
professional students; multidisciplinary; single department; special interest; 
honorary; military; religious; and political groups. Groups will not be funded that 
directly support off-campus political campaigns.  
d. History of Service: Groups will be ranked according to their history of service 
and accomplishments, with groups achieving significant improvement in the 
quality and/or quantity of service offered to graduate and professional students 
receiving top ranking. and those showing a decline in service receiving lowest 
ranking.  
e. Community Service/Public Relations: GPSA does not fund activities solely for 
the benefit of the non-academic community. GPSA does, however, recognize 
the benefit to GPSA and to UNM of such services. Therefore, groups providing 
such services/benefits as a result of graduate activities will be given extra 
consideration in proportion to the services provided and benefit to GPSA and to 
UNM.  
f. Quality of Application: Applications will be ranked on the basis of 
completeness, clarity, and quality of writing, with highest priority given to the 
highest quality of applications.  
g. Limitations on Funding  
i. No group may receive funding greater than three thousand dollars 
($3,000).  
ii. Any group receiving greater than one thousand dollars ($1,000) in the 
previous year’s funding is limited to a budget request increase of 
twenty-five percent (25%).  
iii. Any group receiving between five hundred ($500) and one thousand 
dollars ($1000.00) in the previous year’s funding is limited to a budget 
request increase of fifty percent (50%).  
iv. Any group receiving less than five hundred dollars ($500) in the 
previous year’s funding period may request up to seven hundred and 
fifty dollars ($750).  
v. New and Inactive Groups: Groups that have not received external 
budget funding for two consecutive years prior to the year for which 
funding is requested may receive no more than five hundred dollars 
($500). No such limits apply, except as otherwise stated, for succeeding 
years. 
vi. A revised budget shall be issued by the finance committee chair 
within 15 days of the discovery of any lack of compliance with the 
previous rules. This budget will be placed before council at the next 
meeting to approve. The funds will be retracted 3 days after the 
revision's approval. 
v. Miscellaneous  
A. All journals, monographs, and/or books purchased with GPSA funds will be labeled 
“Purchased with GPSA funds” and housed in any UNM library.  
B. All student publications will submit one copy of each publication to the GPSA and one 
copy to the appropriate UNM library.  
C. The Finance Committee will establish its own internal procedures, within the 
guidelines set forth above, each academic year, and will inform, the GPSA Council of 
those procedures.  
D. The Chairpersons of the Student Research Allocations Committee, the Projects 
Committee, and Specialized Travel Committee must present budget requests to the 
Finance Committee Chair for the Spring budget process. The Finance Committee will 
inform each chairperson of the format for the request no later than two weeks prior to 
the budget process.  
 
GPSA Finance Committee Report, September 2010
Committee Chair Contact Information
Amna Malik
505-400-0263
amalik@unm.edu
Committee Members
Japji Hundal, Anderson School of Management
Currently there is only one member on the committee; 
we expect to fill in other three positions by September 2010.
Finance Report- GPSA Council
The Council operating budget and the Council General Fund report
 for FY 2010-2011 is attached. The amount of unallocated funds
 remaining in the general fund is $64,296.03. The  total of amount
 of appropiations approved by Council to date for FY 2010-2011 is
$20,044.27
Outreach Committee Report 
September 2010 
 Committee Chair: Ashley Carter  During the month of September my main focus has been on finding representatives for the Standing and University Committees. Outreaching via emails, phone calls, meetings amongst graduate and professional students and GPSA President Lissa Knudson, and finalizing representatives in 12 of the remaining positions.  Positions recently filled or have received further interest in becoming filled include the following: KUNM Representative, Scholarships Board Representative, Teaching Enhancement Representative, Faculty Ethics Representative and Research Policy Representative.  
Programs Committee Report for the 9/25/10 Council Meeting   Since the last Council meeting, the Programs Committee has added four new members, Nicole Wiesner from Public Health and Public Administration, Lee Ann Wyckoff from College of Education-Family Studies, and Ashley Archiopoli and Brandi Lawless from Communications and Journalism. Three of us met on Monday August 30 to go over the idea of having a graduate student paint a mural in the computer lab and possibly another in the main office. We have drafted a proposal and budget for this project and submitted it to the council chair on Wednesday the 15th Our first meeting as a full committee is scheduled for September 20th at noon in the GPSA office conference room. We will be deciding dates and times for two upcoming events, the art show and a fundraiser to raise money for the children's campus and a proposed childcare grant. There was also talk of starting a monthly game night in the GPSA offices and another social event in February.  And we all have agreed to organize the "take a break week" at the end of the semester. 
 of September. 
         Brendan Picker         Programs Committee Chair 
Projects Report 
Brandi Lawless, Projects Chair 
 
The projects account has approximately $1,850 of funding this year. This may sound like a lot of 
money, but each organization that applies for projects funding can be awarded up to $500. This 
means that we can currently fully fund less than four projects. That being said, no applications 
were turned in for the September cycle. I have, however, had conversations with several 
individuals who plan on applying for funding from the projects budget. After the October cycle, I 
will look at how many applications we receive and how much funding we have left to decide 
whether or not I should come to council and ask for an appropriation.  
 
Brandi Lawless 
Projects Chair 
Office: C&J 154 
Phone: (805) 720-8085 
Email: projects.unm@gmail.com 
